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AMRC: THE ELECTRIC SLIDE
This report consists of our opinions only and is not investment advice. Please read our Disclaimer at the end for more on our biases and incentives.

Introduction
What would you do if you owned a 4x-levered, high-multiple growth stock with no free cash flow support that
missed and lowered because of an earnings driver you knew nothing about?
Meet Ameresco (AMRC). This company has misled investors into believing a story of its business model that
is, for all practical investment purposes, fictional. We calculate that nearly 100% of AMRC’s earnings are driven
by volatile financial instruments trading at peak prices, while public companies and regulators today are
openly expecting 30-50%+ price corrections in these esoteric commodities.
But AMRC’s untimely downside from this factor is only one part of the problem. The bigger issue is that
AMRC has kept the investment community grossly unaware that this risk even exists. Therefore, it has avoided
the (much lower) EV/EBITDA multiples its actual peers are forced to carry. Simply fixing the SOTP analyses
dominating the valuation discussion on this stock – switching the wrong comps for the right ones – brings
analyst target prices down by >50%.
How did the AMRC story and stock price find their way to this extended point? Management certainly helped
this charade develop. This company has taken aggressive, sometimes bizarre, steps to hide its enormous
dependence on these risky financial instruments – removing 10-K disclosures, playing accounting games,
evasively maneuvering on public calls, even refusing to include as competitors the (low-multiple) public
companies whose filings directly name AMRC in their own peer lists.
Then we have the sell-side community, a dog’s breakfast of analysts with divergent coverage universes that
notably exclude AMRC’s peers. Well, correction, there is one such analyst who also covers the actual peers, and
he is also the only analyst with a “Sell” rating on this stock. This orphaned coverage has set up AMRC to be a
highly asymmetric short. As AMRC starts missing earnings because of a deflationary factor that its investors
by and large don’t understand or even know about, its multiple won’t survive the new scrutiny.
AMRC’s second major problem is that the development targets underlying its EBITDA forecasts will
be virtually impossible to achieve. The current asset “pipeline” requires a bizarrely large inflection in
construction activity, which analysts do not realize. It also requires a large increase in debt for which the analyst
consensus is not accounting in its enterprise value targets.
But the worst problem in the development pipeline is management’s awful history of broken promises on its
projects to date. We investigated every RNG project that AMRC has discussed publicly. We find that all projects
have fallen woefully short of their initial development goals, with management resetting these goals over and
over and over, including on projects currently under development. An investor can’t look at this track record
and believe AMRC’s forecasts.
There are still more ways to win on this short that have nothing to do with opaque business models,
cyclical commodity crashes, comps being reset to far-lower-multiple names, wrongly-calculated Street
estimates, or stupid development projections. For one example, the Street appears to believe that AMRC
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generates meaningful free cash flow, but this is false, and the discrepancy will have real-world consequences.
For another, AMRC’s accounting practices are a horror show and have been overseen by a revolving door of
CFOs, potentially inviting an accounting restatement.
And while we generally find Enron comparisons overused, it does make sense to ask whether we can learn
anything from that case when dealing with a power plant developer that’s playing accounting games, taking
speculative risk on market instruments, and whose insiders are cashing out in high percentages.
Or we could just ask AMRC’s Lead Director what he thinks, since he was the CEO of Enron International.
This gentleman knows how to cash out before a crash 1 – and he’s sold ~75% of his AMRC stock holdings
in the past 18 months, after many years of patiently holding and accumulating. His actions with his
AMRC shares say more than any words he could offer us.
A quick and simple note on valuation: We believe that AMRC has over 70% downside to a price target of
~$12. This is based on a traditional free cash flow analysis for a company whose free cash flows do not grow:
If you put a generous 30x multiple on our calculated 2019-2021 average annual free cash flow of $21m, you get
a market cap target of $630m, compared to almost $3 billion today. (Does this sound aggressive? AMRC traded
at this market cap as recently as four years ago, when its trailing 3-year free cash flow number was higher.)
We’ll finish this introduction with an open question for AMRC management. The following image is a
snapshot from the 2017 10-K:

The part in the red box was removed in subsequent years. Our question is: What is that number for 2021?
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AMRC’S BUSINESS MODEL DEPENDS ON RISKY TRADING
INSTRUMENTS THAT ARE LIKELY TO CRASH
Note: If you are not familiar with RINs and RECs, or what the consensus view of AMRC’s business
model is, you can skip to the Appendices at the back of this report to see quick primers on each before
starting to read below.
Nearly 100% of AMRC earnings come from selling volatile RECs & RINs
Our calculations find that approximately 80-90% of AMRC’s net income comes directly from the sales
of “environmental attributes,” also known colloquially as renewable energy “credits.”
As we will explain, as this driver of earnings has grown in importance, AMRC management has reduced, rather
than enhanced, disclosure around it. We believe that environmental attribute income explains more than 100%
of AMRC’s earnings growth over such time, as prices for these credits have enjoyed a historic bull market.
The pricing for these credits is notoriously volatile, and it’s virtually impossible to see prices being sustained at
current levels due to multiple deflationary factors.
There has only been one time that we could find when AMRC was forthcoming about the importance of these
credits to its earnings: In the 2017 10-K, when it specifically said what percentage of earnings these credits
comprised:

AMRC removed this quantification in later 10-K’s:

This removal was an aggressive move, especially considering that by all available evidence, RECs and RINs
have exploded in importance to AMRC.
We think it’s possible to back into what approximate earnings from credits have been since 2017, though. Let’s
go through the various ways we can triangulate how important these credit sales are to AMRC.
Method 1: Estimate PPA revenues, then subtract those from total Energy Asset revenues
We think this is the best way to estimate what AMRC’s revenues and net income from these renewable credit
sales are, because the inputs have been consistently available since 2017 when AMRC provided the one-time
data point that quantified the credit earnings for us.
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We know that “approximately 25%” of AMRC’s earnings came from sales of environmental attributes in 2017.
AMRC net income in 2017 was $38.0m. This implies that approximately $9.5m of after-tax earnings came from
selling energy credits. Grossing that up for a 35% corporate tax rate implies $14.6m of pre-tax earnings from
selling these credits, which we believe are 100% gross margin as they are a (very valuable) by-product of energy
sales.
This $14.6m number happens to be close to what this common-sense “Energy Asset revenues minus PPA
electricity revenues” method gets us to. Electricity is sold through PPAs, or Power Purchase Agreements, to
utility customers. Whatever AMRC is selling in Energy Assets that isn’t through PPAs should mainly consist
of environmental attributes, based on our interpretation of the 10-Ks.
As an aside, in 2017 AMRC’s Energy Assets line of business was making almost all its revenues from PPAs.
The “environmental attributes” – the renewable energy credits – were such a small part of revenues that they
didn’t even merit mention in the section on the Energy Assets line of business in that year’s 10-K:

In 2018, as the sales of environmental attributes grew in importance, AMRC saw fit to add mention of them,
starting with 2018’s 10-K:

We can see from this disclosure above that it really doesn’t take “a lot” of environmental attribute revenues to
move the needle on earnings, because of the high margin of these products. In the last year when environmental
attribute sales were so small that AMRC didn’t need to mention them in this section on Energy Asset revenues,
they still got 25% of their total-company earnings from them.
Moving on, AMRC regularly tells us indirectly how much it sells under PPAs. At 12/31/17, the PPA portfolio
had a 13-year weighted-average life remaining, with $800m left of revenue:
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Source: AMRC investor presentation, March 2018

PPAs are typically long-duration contracts with inflation escalators built into pricing. With AMRC contracted
in 2017 to receive $800m over the following 13 years from its PPAs, and assuming that portfolio didn’t have
the same prices fixed in place for their entire remaining lives (which would be bad, not to mention absurd),
then the 2017 year should have been something less than $800m/13.
If we divide $800m by 14, we get an estimated $57.1m of revenue from these PPAs annually for 2017. But the
total Energy Assets segment revenue was $69.2m in 2017 i. The difference between PPA revenues and total
revenues for Energy Assets should be equivalent to environmental attribute revenues, implying approximate
environmental attribute revenues of $12.1m that year. This method gets us to a credit sales number just
slightly under the $14.6m that AMRC indirectly gave us in its “25% of earnings” hint. Not bad.
If we divide $800m by 15, we get PPA revenue of $53.3m, implying environmental attribute revenues of $15.9m,
which is slightly over the $14.6m. The larger the denominator, the more implied revenue from selling credits
that year.
If we take the conservative end of this method for each year by dividing: “remaining PPA revenue / [weightedaverage years remaining + 1]”, we get the following implied credit sales for each year, and the associated impact
on earnings:
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AMRC total net income to common
% of AMRC earnings from REC/RIN, est.
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2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

$800
13
$57
$69
$12
35%
$8
$38
21%
25%

$900
13
$64
$96
$32
21%
$25
$38
66%

$900
14
$60
$98
$38
21%
$30
$44
68%

$900
14
$60
$118
$58
21%
$46
$54
85%

$1,100
14
$73
$151
$78
21%
$62
$71
87%

Source
Investor presentations
Investor presentations
Jehoshaphat Research calculation based
10-Ks
Jehoshaphat Research calculation based
US corporate tax rate
Jehoshaphat Research calculation based
10-Ks
Jehoshaphat Research calculation based
2017 10-K

on above
on above
on above
on above

As the table shows, this method results in an estimated earnings value from credit sales that is slightly below
what management indicated for 2017, and hence might be underestimating REC/RIN importance to
earnings in all years.
Additionally we have Method 2, which finds similar results in most cases and helps confirm Method 1’s
usefulness.
Method 2/Check: The point-in-time component of AMRC’s total revenues
For the four years since the ASC 606 accounting rule was implemented, AMRC has broken out its revenue
recognition between “over time” and “point in time” revenues:

There are only two types of revenues for AMRC that get recognized at a point in time - environmental
attributes, and solar materials. ii For their part, solar materials are an after-thought for AMRC, only mentioned
at the tail end of the “Other” category which comprises a small fraction of revenues to begin with. Therefore,
we conclude that most of AMRC’s point-in-time revenues are from the sales of environmental attributes.
A minority of AMRC’s environmental attributes are sold as part of a bundle along with their electricity, to the
same electricity customer. In those cases, the attribute sales are not recognized at a point in time, but rather
monthly. So, there can be some point-in-time sales that are not of credits (solar materials), and there can be
some credits sold that are not captured in point-in-time sales (credits bundled with electricity and sold to the
same buyer).
Here's how the point-in-time revenue amount for the available years compares to Method 1’s findings for credit
sales. Notice how in 2021 and 2020, both methods are very close in result:

Method 1 est. credit revs
Point-in-time revs

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

$12
NA

$32
$55

$38
$69

$58
$62

$78
$73
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In 2018 and 2019, either our estimate of credit revenues is too low, or there were a large amount of solar
materials sales that just didn’t get a lot of attention for some reason. Or it’s some combination of the two. But
in 2020 and 2021, this method strikes remarkably close to our estimates of environmental attribute revenues.
In any event, this point-in-time revenues “check” makes us confident that we’re not seriously
overestimating the importance of environmental attributes to AMRC’s earnings, and that our
conclusion that approximately all AMRC’s recent earnings have come from environmental attributes
is correct.
So, if these environmental credits are so important to AMRC’s earnings, what’s the outlook for them? (My
prediction? Pain. iii)
RINs: Publicly traded producers are forecasting a rapid decline in prices
The downside risk to RIN and REC prices is enormous, and to companies and people who traffic in them, it’s
well-understood or even consensus.
The national D3 RIN market is a single, transparent market with a clear supply and demand story, so let’s
discuss this component of AMRC’s environmental attribute earnings first. Then we’ll move onto the REC
component. While AMRC has gotten a pass from investors and analysts for its evasiveness on this topic, other
RNG-producing companies have been forthcoming about both the importance of RINs to their earnings and
the downside risk to RIN prices in today’s environment.
D3 RIN prices have been incredibly strong recently, but not always. The following chart shows the trading
price of these credits since 2014. Note the percentage gains and declines in the up- and down-cycles,
respectively:

Source: https://www.epa.gov/fuels-registration-reporting-and-compliance-help/rin-trades-and-price-information
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D3 RIN has volatile pricing in the spot market, but what do credible industry players think about its realistic
long-term price level? Fortunately, this isn’t a mystery. Two companies who deal heavily in this space include
Archaea Energy, ticker LFG and Waste Management, ticker WM. Both companies are guiding to severe
drops in RIN prices to get back to “normalized” levels.
Waste Management has no illusions about the current RIN pricing being sustained for future offtake
contracts it will sign:
So right now, for 2022, we expect about $3 of RIN price. We're just kind of aware it's hovering around that right
now. The 17 new projects, we modeled at $2 RIN prices to be conservative. And as we sell the RINs is when you see it
flow through the P&L. We're generating right now about 3.4 million mmbtus of natural gas. And it's like 11.7x for
every [ $1 RIN ]. – WM conference presentation on March 31, 2022
LFG has an even more bearish outlook for RIN prices, with a ~30% correction in the short run and a
massive, >50% drop to “normalized” levels in the long run:
We have also locked in RIN economics related to approximately 1.4 million MMBtu of expected production, over 20%
of our expected uncontracted volumes for 2022 at an average price of $3.13 a gallon or $36.67 per MMBtu. That leaves
approximately 4.5 million MMBtu of expected RNG production subject to market pricing. And for our guidance range,
we have assumed RIN prices of $2 to $2.50 per gallon or $23.45 to $29.32 per MMBtu to be realized on these open
volumes…
The long-term annualized impact is higher once these optimization projects are completed…For these projections, we
assumed fixed price volumes only under contracts in place today and what we believe is a conservative market price
assumption of $1.50 per RIN for uncontracted volumes post 2022. – LFG earnings call, March 2022
Of course, if prior RIN cycles are any guide, there’s no reason to think the price will simply correct right to its
normalized, “long-run-normal” value and fall no further. In the real world, commodity price booms tend to
overcorrect. Look at how one industry magazine article described this market just a few years ago:

Source: https://www.biocycle.net/market-outlook-low-carbon-fuels/ (2019)

It’s not terribly hard to understand why these companies don’t expect the currently red-hot RIN price
environment to hang around for long. Over the past year or two, RIN prices have recently been pushed through
9
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the roof by concerns about regulatory uncertainty (which has since been removed iv), agricultural feedstock
costs, and other aspects contributing to a “perfect storm” of firming RIN prices. But barriers to entry to new
RNG supply, which means new RIN supply, are not particularly high - there are currently over 70 RNG
projects from landfill gas alone in the planning or construction stages in the United States. v This is a
cyclical commodity market like any other.
And if we zoom out from landfill-sourced RNG to all RNG projects, the amount of new capacity coming
online in the next few years is striking. The Coalition for Renewable Natural Gas vi provides a spreadsheet of
all the RNG facilities in North America, including those under construction or in the planning phases. If you
sort this sheet by “Status,” you’ll find 250 RNG facilities in operation, but nearly as many planned or under
construction already. The RNG industry already has visibility to doubling the number of sites, and these sites
tend to get bigger over time (the biggest operational RNG facility in the world went online in December 2021,
and took only two years to go from executing the contract on gas rights to the startup vii).
So as far as RINs go, the prices are cyclical, there is a history of booms and busts, and the public peers are on
record forecasting prices much lower than where the market is today. The implications of all this for AMRC,
which depends heavily on RINs for its earnings, are obvious. But what about RECs, the other component of
its environmental attribute income?
RECs: Prices literally can’t go much higher, but can (and will) go much lower
“One way to see this is in the market prices for RECs. Corporate demand has gotten so great that noncompliance or voluntary
RECs that have long traded sub $1 a megawatt hour for many years are now in the $3 to $5 range. ” –
Constellation Energy Analyst Day, Jan 2022
The 2021 Class 1 RECs for MA, NH and RI are currently [as of April 2021] trading at about $44… MA Class 1 RECs
trading at about 70% of its ACP value of $60. Note that the Massachusetts [AMRC’s home state and a key market] ACP is
scheduled to drop to $50 in 2022 and $40 in 2023, so the pricing is expected to be under $40 for that market by
2023.
- https://www.poweradvisoryllc.com/reports/recs-and-srecs-still-playing-an-important-role-in-east-coastrenewable-energy-project-economics
Like many markets, Massachusetts went from a period of undersupply to a period of oversupply [prior to 2014] as more and
more solar projects were built in the state. Prices [for SRECs] dropped rapidly and eventually fell below…[what] was supposed to
be a floor of sorts…These markets tend over time to become oversupplied.
https://www.projectfinance.law/publications/2014/april/the-new-massachusetts-srec-market/

RECs (and SRECs) have regulatory factors that will begin to apply downward pressure slowly but surely over
time, and they have cyclical factors that will apply downward pressure rapidly but unpredictably. We’ll discuss
the regulatory price ceiling mechanism first, which is called the Alternative Compliance Payment, or ACP. For
solar energy, this is called the Solar ACP, or SACP, and most of AMRC’s RECs are solar (SRECs).
The ACP is the penalty that electricity users must pay for being insufficiently “green,” so it acts as a ceiling on
REC prices. No producer is going to pay $50/MW for a REC that lets it avoid an ACP payment of $45/MW.
The two key things to know about the ACP insofar as it will impact AMRC’s realized REC pricing are:
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SREC prices trade at a larger or smaller “spread” to SACP based on how under- or over-supplied the
market is, and in markets that matter to AMRC, they’re currently trading at a smaller spread than ever
before
SACP’s fall every year by design viii

The combination of the above factors means that as SACPs fall in various states from here, especially in
AMRC’s home state of MA, the prices of the SRECs in those markets must necessarily decline. This has not
always been the case, because prices have so rarely (if ever) traded this close to SACP prices.
We read various commentaries by REC market participants that talked about how unusually close to ACP
various RECs are trading nowadays, but saw no complete analysis of this pattern, so we did our own. The
following shows the MA market’s SREC vs. SACP spread over time:

Massachusetts SACP vs Highest Price Achieved (Under Solar Carve-Out II)
REC Vintage
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

SACP
$375
$350
$350
$350
$333
$316
$300
$285

PEAK Px
$315
$285
$300
$333
$320
$295
$288
$277

% of SACP AT PEAK
84%
81%
86%
95%
96%
93%
96%
97%

TROUGH Px
$250
$230
$215
$240
$230
$195
$235
$267

% of SACP AT TROUGH
67%
66%
61%
69%
69%
62%
78%
94%

First High Px Date
7/3/2015
6/9/2015
6/3/2018
4/16/2019
6/1/2020
3/29/2021
2/10/2022
4/11/2022

The source for our pricing data is srectrade.com and the aggregate output is as follows (note that we are sticking
to Class II only to keep the discussion consistent):
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In case this chart above, with all the vintages on it, is too complicated, look at the one below. The 2020 vintage
began trading in 2017 and continued to trade through most of the current bull market in SRECs, so it’s a good
proxy for the recent SREC market frenzy in Massachusetts. Note that the Class II instrument traded up nearly
50% from 2017 into 2021:

Add the 2021 vintage because that one continues trading into 2022, and you can see that 2021’s Class II REC
leveled off into this year as it approached its Class II SACP “ceiling” of $300:

For reference, you can see historical and future SACP’s in MA here:
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Source: https://news.energysage.com/srecs-in-massachusetts-prices-and-program-status/

Aside from SRECs in particular, or Massachusetts in particular, pricing for other RECs in other jurisdictions
behaves similarly. Here’s a set of forward broker quotes for New England markets through 2025 (the source is
a little dated, but we include it because it’s public and easily found by our readers):

Source:
https://www.poweradvisoryllc.com/reports/recs-and-srecs-still-playing-an-important-role-in-east-coast-renewable-energyproject-economics

Massachusetts is a good and probably the most relevant example for AMRC, but it’s not the only one. In New
Jersey, RECs have recently (in 2021) traded close to ACP as new supply has been capped ix:
13
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This is the “slow deflation” case for RECs, but the “fast deflation” case is a little more jarring. REC/SREC
prices have more severe downside than what the regulatory deflators alone provide, because of their
cyclical nature.
Here’s an example of national wind RECs (which AMRC doesn’t deal in, but which experience some
overlapping price signals) from a 2021 article. We like the wind REC example as a proxy because it’s so
straightforward, and because it’s nationwide:

Source: https://www.usourceenergy.com/blog/recs-are-expensive-now-what-alternatives-to-meeting-your-sustainability-metrics/

The same thing has happened with other RECs across the country:
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Source: https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy22osti/81141.pdf

But like any cyclical commodity, RECs have not always gone straight up. They just happen to have gone (almost)
straight up for the past several years. But before that, they of course went down at times too, as supply from
solar or other renewable projects eclipsed demand.
This 2018 report from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory discussed the crashes in REC markets across
the nation that had recently happened at the time (we highlight AMRC’s home state of Massachusetts, but all
over New England this trend played out):
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Source: https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy19osti/72204.pdf

The crash in REC prices across the board alarmed investors and developers in the renewable energy space. For
instance, one old article lamented the wasteland left behind in solar projects as the ashes of the New Jersey
REC market smoldered:
New Jersey’s solar market boomed between 2009 and early 2011. This was quickly followed by a dramatic drop in
SREC prices in the summer of 2011, due to fears of a possible oversupply of SRECs. This caused anxiety among
those who had recently financed solar panels and were using SRECs to help meet their payments.
Source: https://www.solarunitedneighbors.org/news/the-volatile-future-of-srecs-states-grapple-with-new-variations-on-anold-theme/

And another article around that time told the story of the supply-driven implosion of the Maryland market:
In Maryland, the SREC program was originally created in 2007, and it has functioned exceptionally well in
encouraging solar development in the state – that is, until February 2016.
At that time, the price for Maryland SRECs was $120 per SREC. But in early 2016, nearly 1 GW of
Maryland-based utility-scale solar projects entered the planning queue, and the SREC market cratered. From
the previous levels, the price of SRECs dropped to $35 by April 2016 and now stand at around $18.
16
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Source: https://pv-magazine-usa.com/2017/02/03/guest-column-the-maryland-override-victory-was-great-now-whatsnext/

The reason for these price cycles is not complicated. Bringing new renewable energy capacity, especially solar
capacity, is relatively easy. If REC prices get high enough, new supply comes in from business and consumer
sources (you can put solar panels on your roof to generate your own RECs in most states). And as this expert
panel on the topic some years ago discussed, this market tends to accept more and more new capacity under it
gets oversupplied:
Like many markets, Massachusetts went from a period of undersupply to a period of oversupply [prior to 2014]
as more and more solar projects were built in the state. Prices [for SRECs] dropped rapidly and eventually fell
below…[what] was supposed to be a floor of sorts…These markets tend over time to become oversupplied.
Source: https://www.projectfinance.law/publications/2014/april/the-new-massachusetts-srec-market/

To this end, S&P has worried recently (2021) that new renewable energy development would drive REC prices
down across New England:
While renewable energy credit (REC) pricing is currently strong across several New England states, developer
interest in the region has grown, as have commitments to offshore wind in multiple states. S&P Global Market
Intelligence projects that increasingly favorable wholesale power economics and expanding
contributions from offshore wind may pressure the New England REC market, causing prices to fall in
the years ahead.
Source:https://www.environmentalleader.com/2021/02/renewable-energy-credit-pricing-to-fall-in-new-england-withpush-from-offshore-wind/

To recap: REC prices are close to the ceiling in key states for AMRC and especially so in Massachusetts, and
widely acknowledged to be at remarkably high levels nationally. Industry observers recognize that limited upside
and substantial downside are the characteristics for these products. This will either be a little bad or very bad
for AMRC, whose earnings are heavily dependent on the SRECs from its large solar portfolio. Combine this
with the cyclicality of its RINs and you can understand why AMRC is so reluctant to discuss how
dependent its earnings have become on these factors in recent years – from 25% in 2017 to something
far higher (80-90%, we think) in 2021.
AMRC’s limited disclosure on this key earnings driver is striking when compared to peers
We previously showed the section in the 10-K that indicated environmental attributes were worth 25% of
earnings in 2017, and how that number disappeared as quickly as it showed up. But removing quantification of
this earnings impact was only one element of AMRC’s evasiveness and backsliding on clarification of this critical
factor.
In addition, the company has stiff-armed analysts who have noticed the lack of information. On the rare
occasions when analysts have asked the company for more, they’ve gotten nothing:
Analyst: …Maybe you could frame what the (RNG production and RIN pricing) impact was…[in] the quarter?...
AMRC CEO: …Now as far as the impact on the RIN prices and so on, I don't know how much we want to get into
anything .
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AMRC CFO: Yes, I think we -- given the fact that there's such a mix of adding assets and the production impact and
the RIN prices, I don't think we're at the point where we're talking about relative contributions of each of

those.
-

August 2021 earnings call

Analyst: …H ow are you thinking about updating and providing perhaps more specific disclosures on
different parts of the business here? And by the way, Doran, thank you for the heuristics just now on the RINs and the RNG

side. But obviously do you get yourself involved in different sides of the business here? Have you given much thought to that?

AMRC CFO: Yeah, and Julien I think we are continuing to give thought to that. At this point in time, we're staying
the course ...I think we felt very good about providing additional color during the Q&A like I've just given you. But beyond that,
I think we're just going to take it one step at a time .
- May 2021 earnings call
Compared to other companies for whom environmental attribute sales are important components of earnings,
the SEC filing disclosure difference is night and day. Here’s what some of AMRC’s peers in the RNG developer
space disclose in their 10-Ks about the impact of RINs on their business. The first two peers are pure-play
RNG and/or LFG developers, and the third is a mixed business, but all have important earnings contribution
from environmental attributes:
Selected MNTK (pure play RNG developer) 10-K disclosures about credits:
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Selected LFG (pure play RNG and LFG developer) 10-K disclosures about credits:
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Selected CLNE (RNG/natgas developer, gas station operator, and equipment provider) 10-K
disclosures about credits:

In contrast, AMRC’s 10-K violates the industry norm above. AMRC certainly mentions RINs and RECs (what
it often refers to as “environmental attributes”). The problem is that not a single disclosure in AMRC’s
entire 10-K gives you any indication of their materiality to earnings, or even quantifies anything about
them at all. The closest we get to numbers of any kind is when AMRC lists various drivers of a periodic revenue
change in a certain segment, with an unquantified mention of RIN prices thrown in.
Here is every mention of the phrase “environmental attributes” in AMRC’s 2021 10-K as identified by Sentieo,
a software used to analyze SEC filings:
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Most specific RIN and REC discussion occurs as part of the above. There’s also the below disclosure which
mentions that RINs were part of a revenue increase, but neither clarifying how much nor mentioning their
earnings impact:

In addition to this vast difference between the sparse way AMRC talks about its RIN/REC economics and the
way these peers do, there’s also a marked difference between the way AMRC talks about these peers and the
way these peers talk about AMRC. Every single one of these companies names AMRC as a peer or
competitor, but AMRC doesn’t appear to name a single one of them in any of its filings.
From the MNTK 10-K for 2021:
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We are aware of several competitors in the United States that have a similar business model to our own, including
Archaea Energy and Morrow Renewables, as well as companies with biogas-to-energy facilities as a
segment or subsidiary of their operations, including DTE and Ameresco. In addition, certain landfill
operators, such as Waste Management, have also chosen to selectively pursue biogas conversion projects at their
sites.

From the LFG (SPAC) special meeting filing on August 12, 2021:

And from the CLNE proxy peer group:
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(Note that CLNE is a less pure peer for AMRC’s Energy Assets business than the other two companies because
of its various business lines.)
Now compare this to AMRC’s mentions of “Clean Energy Fuels,” “Archaea,” and “Montauk” – it won’t take
long because the mentions don’t exist. We did a search using Sentieo and found no mention of these anywhere
in AMRC filings, other than a mention of different RNG producers in market share pie chart in the AMRC
slide presentation. And here’s how AMRC describes its peer groups by line of business in its 10-K:

Funny how AMRC couldn’t come up with any renewable energy plant or LFG project developers in their
competitive analysis? We think this is because those comps have low EV/EBITDA multiples, but more on this
later. (If analysts were to look at LFG, MNTK, and maybe CLNE, they might start putting those companies
into the SOTP analysis to comp them to the Energy Assets business.)
To the extent the market comes to realize that AMRC is heavily dependent on RIN and REC sales, we expect
its stock will be repriced accordingly. And what would that repricing look like?
AMRC target prices would fall ~60% simply from fixing broken sell-side SOTP inputs
Companies whose earnings come mainly from selling RINs/RECs have low EBITDA multiples.
AMRC is a low-multiple RIN/REC business, not a high-multiple electric utility or renewable
equipment manufacturer.
Because AMRC is a mix of several different business lines, Street analysts typically use a sum-of-the-parts
approach to value its different segments. Most of this value comes from applying an EV/EBITDA multiple in
the 20s to forecasted Energy Assets EBITDA:
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(Sources: B. Riley, Craig-Hallum, and Baird equity research reports respectively, all from 3/24/22)

The only problem with this approach is that it is utterly ridiculous. The appropriate comps to AMRC’s Energy
Assets business are not companies with 20-something future EBITDA multiples.
To start, renewable energy equipment manufacturers are terrible comps for any part of AMRC, because AMRC
isn’t manufacturing and servicing solar or other renewable energy equipment like SPWR, SEDG, or ENPH
(which do trade north of 20x EV/EBITDA on forward years). The mere fact that AMRC has “solar” in its
business description is not enough to say it’s the same as these other “solar” companies.
Utilities aren’t appropriate peers either, although at a superficial level they might seem to be. After all, both
utilities and AMRC sell electricity, right? Unfortunately, utilities that purchase power and distribute it to end
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users have famously low volatility in their earnings, thanks to fixed, highly regulated pricing and effective
monopolies or oligopolies. They include companies like NEE, DUK and SO, which trade in the low-to-middouble-digit multiples of FY24 EBITDA x. Pumping RNG or solar electricity into a pipeline or grid and making
basically all your profits from the volatile environmental attributes associated with those commodities…that’s
not a Utility-like business to say the least.
(Said differently, AMRC is upstream of companies like Con Edison. Con Edison buys power from companies
like AMRC and resells it to consumers like you. Saying that AMRC’s energy-producing assets are like Con
Edison is like saying that companies making toasters are like Walmart.)
The appropriate comps to AMRC’s Energy Assets business are owner-operators of RNG plants or
solar farms, and these companies have single-digit FY24 EBITDA multiples on average. This is
because, like the other RNG plant operators, AMRC is heavily leveraged to the prices of renewable energy
credits. It is investing heavily in (and focusing its narrative on) RNG in particular, making RINs a
disproportionate part of future earnings potential going forward. (AMRC has twice as many megawattequivalents under development in solar as it does in RNG, but RNG megawatt-equivalents are nearly three
times as expensive to develop xi.)
We suspect that the Energy Assets line of business is not being comped, yet, to RNG developers and similar
companies for two reasons:
1 – Almost none of the sell-side analysts covering AMRC also cover RNG developers. xii The only sellside analyst also covering either LFG or MNTK is Craig Irwin at Roth Capital, who also happens to
be the only “Sell” rating on AMRC.
AMRC seems to be under relatively orphaned coverage, considering that most of its EBITDA comes
from its owned RNG and solar assets but the analysts covering it generally don’t cover other companies
like this. For instance, Piper Sandler’s AMRC analyst covers pipelines, traditional energy companies,
and renewable energy equipment manufacturers; xiii William Blair’s AMRC analyst covers general
business services names, including janitorial and staffing companies; xiv Stifel’s AMRC analyst covers
oil and gas companies and their servicers; xv etc.
The analysts covering AMRC appear not to be specialists in RNG, and certainly not specialists in RNG
pure plays like LFG and MNTK. The market, however, doesn’t pretend that LFG and MNTK are 20+
multiple businesses!
2 – AMRC probably isn’t working hard to help the market figure out what the ideal comp set is for its
Energy Assets business. According to Bloomberg, MNTK trades at ~16x FY24 EV/EBITDA
and LFG trades at ~8x. xvi Compare those multiples with the 25x (!!) multiple applied to
AMRC’s Energy Assets’ FY24 EBITDA by the Craig-Hallum SOTP above.
Some less-perfect comps for the Energy Asset business are NEP, CLNE and SOL.
• NEP is not really in the RNG business, and has an LP structure which can dissuade some investors,
but is a developer and owner of solar, wind, and battery storage assets, overlapping in focus and
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business model with AMRC’s solar portfolio. NEP trades at just 9x FY24 EBITDA, similar to the
RNG portfolio owners xvii.
CLNE is a mixed business with both upstream and downstream assets including gas stations, but like
AMRC, CLNE earns most of its money from selling environmental credits xviii. CLNE trades for just
5x 2024 EBITDAxix.
SOL is a developer and owner of solar farms, focused on the US and Europe, and trades at 6x. (AMRC
also hired its current CFO from SOL.)

What should happen to AMRC’s stock price once the market starts putting an appropriate RNG (or
solar) developer multiple on its FY24 EBITDA? Let’s redo the Craig-Hallum SOTP with only that tiny
variable tweaked, ignoring for now some other problems we highlight in red:

(*)
(=)
(*)
(=)
(=)
(-)
(+)
(=)
(/)
(=)
(/)
(=)

Modified Sum-of-the-Parts Analysis
Energy Assets EBITDA
Assumed Multiple
EV - Energy Assets
All Other EBITDA
Assumed Multiple
EV - All Other
EV - Total
Debt (2023E)
Cash (2023E)
Market Cap
Shares out
Stock Price
Discount 1 year at 7%
Price Target

2024E
$210
9.0x down from 25.0x
$1,890 down from $5,250
$90
15.0x this is also wrong!
$1,350
$3,240 down from $6,600
$928 this is also wrong!
$123
$2,189 down from $5,794
54.9
$40 down from $105
1.07
$37 down from $99

The Craig-Hallum price target, if the proper peer group is used in place of a fantasy peer group, drops
by over 60%.
And remember, all the inputs here - aside from modifying the Energy Assets segment comps - are a bullish
sell-side analyst’s own numbers.
Even more to the point, we are admittedly sort of glossing over the fact that 15x is a ridiculous multiple for
“All Other EBITDA” at AMRC, since most of AMRC’s “Other” EBITDA comes from its Projects business
which is essentially an E&C with terrible cash flows. Some well-known E&Cs that take substantial project risk
include MTZ, DY, PWR, FLR, and ACM. Look for yourself - do those stocks have 15x FY24 EBITDA
multiples? We’re also barely mentioning the clumsily low estimate for AMRC’s future debt balance – but more
on that later. Suffice it to say, AMRC’s SOTP is hugely flawed in one obvious respect, and meaningfully flawed
in multiple others – all flaws of course favoring a nonsensical overvaluation.
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In the event one wants a broader example of the “wrong” versus the “right” peers for AMRC’s Energy Assets
business, consider the following comparison. We compiled the “wrong” comps from those commonly used by
Street analysts to justify AMRC’s nutty stock valuation. The “right” comps are those based on RNG output,
RIN/REC earnings, and/or solar project development and ownership.
Peer Group Comparison for AMRC's RNG Plant/Solar Farm (Energy Assets) Business
FY24 EV/EBITDA Multiples Shown (Source: Bloomberg)
THE WRONG ENERGY ASSET COMPS (used by the Street)
Solar Manufacturing/Svcs
Electric Utilities
SPWR
12x
NEE
15x
NOVA
23x
DUK
12x
RUN
68x
SO
13x
ENPH
27x
SRE
13x
SEDG
19x

Financing Cos
HASI
20x

THE RIGHT ENERGY ASSET COMPS
RNG or RIN-Dependent
Solar Project Developer/Owners
LFG
8x
NEP
9x
MNTK
16x
SOL
6x
CLNE
5x

In reality, AMRC is not a stable growth company with high visibility and leverage to increasing deployment of
renewable assets. And perversely, because RINs and RECs make up most of its earnings, expanded nationwide
development of renewable energy generation, and therefore RIN/REC supply, will actually harm AMRC’s main
earnings driver.
Next, we discuss a totally different problem for AMRC, which is its practical inability to create anywhere near
the amount of RIN-generating assets it’s promising to make on the timeline it promises.
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AMRC’S ASSET DEVELOPMENT PLAN, AND BY ASSOCIATION ITS EBITDA
TARGET, IS NOT FEASIBLE
Every major project timeline has been missed by a mile
AMRC’s realized RNG plant development timelines are consistently miles off from where the original timeline
said they would land. For build-to-own RNG projects whose timelines and names we could identify, we
estimate that the company has a record of 0-5 when it comes to getting these projects completed
anywhere near when they said they would.
In one of those 5, the degree of total delay versus original goal is unclear, but we know it was enough that the
company needed to acknowledge it on an earnings call. We also believe there may have been another small
capacity addition that came online at some point, but the original timeline is unclear and the plant was apparently
never named publicly. That plant could have taken 6 months or 6 years – we have no idea.
Here are the RNG plants that were clearly discussed in public forums, and how their startup dates compared
to their original timelines:

First Announced or Confirmed
With a Target Start Date of
Project Actually Comes Online

Woodland
?
?
Q218

Phoenix
Q316
Q417
Q119

McCarty
Q318
Q419
Q221

Keller & Forward
Q418
Q420
still waiting

Timeline Was Supposed to Be
Timeline Actually Was/Is
"Overshoot" of Initial Promise

unclear
unclear, but delayed
unclear

12-15 mos
31 mos
107%

15-18 mos
32 mos
100%

24 mos
39 & counting
63% & counting

Plant Size (MWe)

16mw

6mw

11mw

22mw

Source: Jehoshaphat Research estimates and reviews of AMRC public communications

AMRC also has a troubling – and annoying – habit of saying things along the lines of “this is the last delay”
and “we learned from the prior mistakes” prior to experiencing more delays and making more mistakes!
Let’s go through six years of transcripts to compare what AMRC has promised to what it has delivered when
it comes to RNG construction projects. Once a reader fully understands this track record of asset development
promises that get broken again and again, it becomes impossible to take the AMRC development timeline –
and the associated EBITDA promised to come from that timeline – at face value.
Woodland
The “Woodland” project refers to Ameresco’s Woodland Meadows project in Canton Township, Michigan.
The facility converts landfill gas to RNG at a Waste Management-owned landfill. It became fully operational in
June 2018:
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The Woodland Meadows plant in Michigan reached full operations late in Q2[18], making a contribution in the quarter.
– August 2018 earnings call
Woodland appears to have experienced delays against a Q417 launch timeline:
Analyst: And then regarding the Michigan [Woodland] and Arizona plants, can you maybe update us if there is any
significant change to the commissioning schedule…?
CFO: So, what we've previously said is we expected one of the plants to go online in Q4[17] and the other one to be in
Q1 of 2018… We are going through the commissioning process of that first plant so it's not yet operational and we need
to go through the EPA certification process as well to get qualified for the D3 RINs for that plant. So, it's not yet
operational. We are hoping to get it operational this quarter and the other plant is still on target. – October 2017
earnings call
The CFO appears to be referring to the Woodland (Michigan) plant when he talks about the first plant, the one
that’s supposed to go online in Q417, because:
A. We can conclude from an unrelated, public source that the Woodland plant was going through the
commissioning process when this call was held in the last day of October, because it was commissioned
in November; xx
B. The Phoenix plant did not start operations until 2019 (more on that later), so it most likely was not yet
going through commissioning when the above call was held and therefore seems to be the second
(Q118 target) plant;
C. As recently as August 2017, the RNG Coalition had included both plants in an industry list, and gave
Q118 as the target online date for Arizona and Q417 as the target online date for Michigan xxi:

So it seems that at the very least, AMRC missed its last Woodland timeline by a couple of quarters. The company
gave an unquantified acknowledgement of the “issues” with getting that plant going in a later call:
[I]f you remember, we had some issues in the beginning with Woodland asset. And I was reluctant to step up to the plate
and give a broader guidance on that. But as the year moved on though, and we got more information, we upgraded our
guidance. – March 2019 earnings call
However, what we don’t know is what the original timeline for the Woodland plant was. In other cases where
we have more information, we can see that AMRC regularly will set an initial timeline, miss it, push the timeline
back, miss it again…and eventually refer just to its most recently published timeline as the baseline when the
plant finally gets up and running. In other words, Woodland getting to full operations in June 2018 might have
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been seven months after its original timeline, or it might have been years after. We only know how late it
appears to have been versus the most recent bogey…so we can’t say just how badly of a missed timeline this
ultimately was.
Sadly, the Woodland scenario is the most flattering RNG owner-operator case study we found for AMRC.
Take Phoenix for instance.
Phoenix
The 91st Avenue Wastewater Treatment plant is an AMRC-owned RNG generator in Phoenix, Arizona. While
AMRC’s RNG projects are usually landfill gas (LFG)-based, this plant uses wastewater as its input to produce
“green” gas.

A photo of the 91st Avenue water treatment (RNG) plant in Phoenix. Source: https://www.mccarthy.com/projects/91st-ave-upo5water-treatment-plant

AMRC broke ground on the plant in Q117 xxii, and the plant went operational in late Q119 xxiii:
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While the groundbreaking ceremony was held in February 2017, AMRC had previously announced the project
back in August 2016:
One is the 91st Avenue Wastewater Treatment Plant in Phoenix, Arizona. In August, we announced a multi-million dollar biogas
project there. We will design, build, own, operate and maintain an innovative biogas-to-green energy facility. The facility will process
the raw wastewater biogas generated in the anaerobic digesters into renewable natural gas. The green gas will be delivered via pipeline
to California, where it will be used in vehicles. This work is expected to be operational in late 2017. – Nov 2016
(Q316) earnings call

Obviously, there is a big difference between a “late 2017” initial goal and an early 2019 actual completion. This
plant was put into service over a year behind schedule. But it’s not like AMRC made one prediction and then
missed that prediction. Instead, AMRC strung investors along, moving goalposts multiple times, each time
saying “now, this is the right timeline.”
October 2017’s earnings call held the first clue that the previously specific timeline was fading away, with the
“late 2017” original timeline quietly being dropped in favor of a nice, vague bundling with that of the Michigan
plant:
Ameresco previously announced 2 renewable gas plants under construction [Phoenix and Michigan]…These plants are
expected to come online in the near future and the 2018 EBITDA contribution from those plants should be significant.

August 2018’s earnings call finally acknowledged the degree of delay at Phoenix. AMRC introduced a new target
of Q318, already close to a year late at this point given that Q318 was already almost half over:
We expect our renewable gas facility in Phoenix, Arizona, to start operating in the third [current] quarter [of
2018] . This facility, which is connected to a wastewater treatment plant converts the biogas into refine renewable gas.

And in the Q&A the company acknowledged a delay but “now” it’s on track to start any day:
With regards to Phoenix, you may recall we originally had anticipated, putting that into service this quarter, but it did get delayed
and it's now -- we now anticipate it to be in Q3. So there is some fluctuation around with the timing there.

Unfortunately Q3 came and went…and then in October 2018, the target was again moved to the next justaround-the-corner timeline, and the original timeline is just…forgotten, as the previous timeline was only Q318:
However, we did not start operations at the renewable gas plant in Phoenix, as we had originally planned. We announced some -- we
encountered some additional administrative delays, and now we expect to commence operations before year-end…
Then as I think we spoke about we had expected originally for our Phoenix plant to come online in Q3[18]. That
did not happen. That's going to slide to Q4.

But as you already know, bringing the plant into service in Q418 didn’t happen either. In fact, doing so in Q119
only barely happened, per the March 2019 call. An analyst highlighted the “startup” and congratulated the
company for it:
Analyst: And my next question's about the Phoenix plant, the new RNG plant that you brought online this
quarter. Congratulations about getting that thing up. Can you maybe clarify for us, was this a headwind for EBITDA in the
quarter?
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But it looks like even the Q1 “operational startup” of Phoenix may have been a rushed job just to get
something to talk about on the earnings call. The company ran the plant for only a few days before shutting
it back down again for “some modifications.” Our graphic describing a Q119 startup for Phoenix is
potentially too generous, since the plant clearly was not ready for prime time when they got it
“operational” in March 2019. The CEO’s response to the question above:
CEO: You will not see much impact at all in the first quarter. But it will start ramping up the second quarter, and of course, the
balance of the year. Like I said, I think it's so far -- give you even more color, it -- we got it up to full operation 2, 3 days

ago, operated for a couple of days. But we take -- we took it down because we were going to do some
minor modifications , so it might take a few days to a week.

So to recap Phoenix: It was said in Q316 to go into service in Q417; in Q318 they moved the alreadynearly-missed timeline; in Q418 they moved the timeline again; and then they missed that timeline;
and when they did start up the plant two to three days before the earnings call, it wasn’t ready and had
to be shut down again. All in all, the delay versus original timeline here was even longer than the actual plant
development process!
At the end of the Phoenix development debacle, AMRC also had the chutzpah to claim that it was now
chastened, sharpened, and that the delays in this project were not going to be repeated:
Analyst: First thing I wanted to ask about is the Phoenix plant. Can you maybe discuss some of the things that you've learned in
the process of commissioning this plant? Procedurally, are there things that will enhance your ability to execute on future projects?
CEO: Actually, we learned quite a bit. And the bottleneck on the Phoenix plant had to do more with some of the local issues and
the local permitting, the fire inspector and so on…But once we got this plant started and bringing it or ramping it up to capacity, we
did a better job than we did at the first plant that we built up in Michigan. So we are learning. And I think as we go forward,

it's good to assume that we will keep improving…

(You won’t be surprised to hear that this improvement didn’t exactly materialize.)
McCarty Road Conversion (Texas)
AMRC started talking in March 2018 xxiv about possibly converting a Texas plant to higher-quality, green RNG
gas. In August 2018, it announced a decision to upgrade the plant and gave a timeline for commissioning in
“late 2019 or early 2020” and reiterated that timeline in October 2018:
RNG is particularly important for us, and we continue to develop a robust pipeline. We are now upgrading the plant in Texas from
lower quality landfill gas to high BTU green gas. We expect the commissioning of this plant in late 2019, or early
2020. – August 2018

So if you were to develop a business plan , we will see like the Texas plant probably coming up next year [2019], late

next year, early the year after [2020]. – October 2018

Hopefully you didn’t “develop a business plan” around the AMRC CEO’s forecasts, because…well, by now
you know where this is going.
The next quarterly update saw the Texas project target date moved back basically 9 months:
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Our Texas project is expected to come online in the second half of 2020. – March 2019

This “new” 2H20 timeline was reiterated in November 2019. xxv But as 2020 moved along, AMRC softly but
clearly moved the center of the timeline back yet again, to the last week or so of 2020. The CEO said:
We have 1 plant that will be coming on this year, you're talking about the renewable natural gas plant. And that's the McCarty
Road plant and that will not contribute any revenue or EBITDA this year. We plan to see that plant coming late in the
fourth quarter [of 2020]. If I were a betting man, I would say Christmas holidays and so on and so forth in
trying to develop this plant, you won't see much in the -- until the first quarter. – March 2020

It’s a good thing the CEO is not a betting man. This next comment of his is from May 2021:
Then the other plant, the McCarty Road that's in construction , we had to demobilize because of the freeze up and so on. And
we thought you might be out a couple of weeks, we lost 4 days.

Ultimately, this Texas RNG conversion did not go operational until Q221 xxvi. This was approximately 1.5
years behind schedule – and it’s not because of the four days lost to the Texas winter freeze, either.
We count two clear timeline pushbacks in public, and then substantial delay past that point without any apparent
acknowledgment. Like in Phoenix, the total delay was approximately equal to the originally forecast time to get
this project done.
So, after pushing back various publicly stated timelines so many times that it’s hard to keep track, did AMRC
finally learn its lesson and start making development promises it could actually keep?

Source: Brian the Dog from Family Guy sings Rick Astley’s hit 80’s tune

No, of course not – and anyone who thought AMRC would stop misleading investors got rick-rolled xxvii. The
Keller and Forward plant stories come next.
Two California Plants (“Keller” and “Forward”)
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AMRC started talking in October 2018 about two prospective California plants that were in an “advanced stage
of development.” It identified a timeline of less than 24 months to get those plants going:
We have those 5 projects, and I think I mentioned 5 to 7, 2 of which, I will say that they're in advanced stage of

development, and we will see them entering our awarded backlog probably before the end of the
year. And we see those 2 plants be up and running within the next 24 months. Both of them are located
in California. As you can understand, that permitting -- that's why we're not giving specific dates as to how long it will take us to
get these plants up and and running. It takes anywhere from 1 year to 18 months to get the permits. But these particular 2,
they're very well advanced that we feel very good where we are.

And in March 2019 it said that it had put the plants into backlog, explaining how disciplined it was in waiting
to do so:
Now as you saw, 2 of the new ones, the green-gas plants, they are in California, and we did not put them in the backlog
until we had clear visibility as to the connection with their gas pipelines to the local utility there as well as the gas contracts.

And in April 2019, AMRC again emphasized – more strongly this time – that it had been so conservative in
setting out the timeline for these two plants:
Analyst: Excellent, George. So then, I know you're really conservative about what you consider a project that's
in the pipeline . Can you maybe describe for us what sort of permits and what the checks are that you wait for to include projects
in your pipeline? I mean, how far along are these California plants in the permitting process?
CEO: Yes. Because they are complex, and this is the gas, the transportation systems and the routing in order to get the permits for
the pipeline to go, let's say, from the landfill side to the pipeline. And because they are in California, you're right, especially

with the 2 plants, the [indiscernible], we are very, very, very careful and conservative. You hit the nail
on the head.

But even this very, very, very careful conservatism was not carefully conservative enough. Sure enough, around
the same time, AMRC was already bringing out its first goalpost-moving maneuver on the California projects
(that we could find). In that March 2019 call above, the company also said:
For 2019, we expect to place between 50 and 60 megawatts of assets into service. Our Texas project is expected to come online in
the second half of 2020. And the 2 additional RNG projects recently awarded in California are expected to

come online in 2021.

Last we checked, 2021 began more than 24 months after October 2018. So that was the opening salvo of
AMRC’s usual spiel.
Fast-forward to November 2019 and the company subtly moves the goalpost again, tightening up the timing
from “2021” to “second half of 2021.” There’s even a bonus gem in there, which we highlighted in red:
And in addition to that, the plants that we have in construction, as we said, 1 will go into operation late next year, and the other
2, the second half of 2021. Again it's on schedule. Not any delays -- we are on schedule.
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So far this is yet another example of AMRC being “on schedule” according to a twice-lengthened schedule! But
even then, they were on schedule only until they went off schedule again. And sure enough, only a few months
later in March 2020, AMRC again “tightened” the expectation to “close to the end of” 2021:
McCarty Road, it would be at the end of this year. Otherwise, it started somewhat late in the fourth quarter. Then we have 2 more,

Keller and Forward, that they will be coming at close to the end of next year [2021].

The longer the story goes on about the two California plants, the funnier it gets. In November 2020, the CEO
moves the goalpost yet again, but this time, it’s a done deal for one of them (really!):
The one down in Texas, we have that to get in basically commissioning the plant this quarter…Then in addition to that, we have
2 plants that supposed to start by the end of next year [2021]. One of them definitely will serve by the end of next
year [2021]. The other one might flip to the first quarter of 2022…and we're hiring more and more local talent in
order to help us in California to expedite those plants.

In March of 2021 we have another goalpost-push, this time to abandon the goal of getting either plant done in
2021. This is a little opaque, but because we know McCarty (Texas) came online a few months after this call, it
appears to be the company’s first acknowledgement that neither California plant would be online in 2021:
Analyst: Right. So you're getting 2 plants done this year and then another 2 in 2022? Or are you actually going to do...
AMRC: One [McCarty in Texas] this year…One that hit mechanical completion in December, but we're commissioning
now. It will be 2 [in California] next year [2022].

Funny enough, AMRC implied in some of the above calls that it was being conservative in providing any given,
“updated: timeline. And who says conservatism can’t be funny?
As of this writing in mid-2022, the expectation is still for these plants to come online in 2022…approaching
approximately two years of delay versus the original timeline. But of course, on schedule compared to whatever
the latest timeline was! So in a manner of speaking, AMRC is “always on time.”
Perhaps Ja Rule was channeling the recently-launched Ameresco back in 2001 when he made this single:
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Image: Album cover from the single “Always on Time” by Ja Rule featuring Ashanti, 2001

This series of shortfalls took place over a period of about five years and is extraordinarily broad-based and
multifaceted. However, it so happens that on the Q418 earnings call an observant analyst, Noah Kaye at
Oppenheimer, got AMRC to commit on record to a summary of its expectation for new RNG capacity it
expected to develop by the end of 2021. The three-year forecast period that AMRC provided on that call does
not capture the entire span of time when all these problems occurred, but is a useful partial summary snapshot
nonetheless.
AMRC’s statement compares rather unfavorably to the outcome it achieved:
Analyst: …What are the total RNG assets in operation today in megawatts or megawatt equivalents, including Phoenix?
AMRC: Bear with me just -- we've got 22-megawatt equivalents in service today.
Analyst: Right. Including Phoenix. And assuming the Texas conversion and the 2 California plants come online, what does

that grow to at the end of 2021?

AMRC: Yes. So another 10 to 12 each for the 3 of those. So another 30-plus megawatts on top of that.

AMRC was expecting to go from 22MWe of RNG capacity in March 2019 to ~55MWe by January 2022. In
reality, as of December 31, 2021, AMRC had just 38MWe of capacity, meaning it fell short of its three-year
“guidance” for RNG capacity additions by approximately 50%. And as we’ll see shortly, this guidance
was dramatically less ambitious than the current guidance for the next three years of additions!
Readers familiar with AMRC’s stock price performance since 2019 may ask, If AMRC failed to put up its expected
RNG plant capacity by such a large margin from 2019-2021, why didn’t its EBITDA also miss wildly during that time? To
begin answering this, we’d answer by repeating a previous chart:

(The rest of our answer comes in the section on AMRC’s accounting.)
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It would also be fair for a reader to ask whether other RNG developers often have timelines of this length, or
more importantly, have this many meaningful delays with their own projects. The answer seems to be “no” for
both questions, suggesting that perhaps AMRC is uniquely bad at executing on renewable energy construction
projects.
For instance, look at the public history of Archaea Energy (LFG)’s Assai facility. This facility was completed in
December 2021 and is now the highest-capacity operational RNG facility in the world:

Source: https://esgreview.net/2022/01/05/assai-awakens/

As the article states, LFG took this gigantic project from gas rights execution to mechanical completion in
approximately 24 months. Compare this to AMRC’s Arizona, Texas, and Keller/Forward California projects,
which we estimate took approximately 31 months, 32 months, and 39 (and counting) months, respectively to
go from public announcement (not from conception) to completion, and which were all a lot smaller than this
mammoth Assai project.
More importantly, LFG was able to develop this huge project on time, at least according to an April 2021
investor presentation which had it contributing only starting in 2022 (this was LFG’s first mention of Assai
according to a Sentieo search):
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Source: LFG investor presentation, April 2021

By way of additional example, Kinder Morgan’s Kinetrex subsidiary also broadcast its expectation of a new
RNG plant and construction timeline, and then hit that timeline basically as expected. In June 2019, Kinetrex
issued a press release advertising that it had broken ground on a new RNG facility in Indianapolis, with an
expected completion/operational startup target of January 2020. xxviii
Kinetrex cut the ribbon for this plant in early March 2020, just 1-2 months behind schedule:

Source: https://www.kinetrexenergy.com/post-ribbon-cutting-rng-plant/

Obviously, we aren’t under the mistaken impression that AMRC is the only RNG developer on earth who
experiences delays. We include these stories of substantial RNG plants that were completed on time by serious
developers only to highlight by comparison how bad AMRC seems to be at setting its development pipeline
targets – targets that inform current EBITDA projections for future years.
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But notwithstanding all of the sad vignettes about AMRC’s repeated timeline failures, one also needs to consider
a much simpler problem with the proposed multi-year RNG development timeline as it currently stands.
AMRC’s development target will be impossible to hit without a heroic acceleration
AMRC has had enough trouble getting its story straight around the construction of just a handful of RNG
megawatts over the past six years. Is the bumbling, undependable team guilty of all the slip-ups above really the
same team you’d expect to pull off the following acceleration in flawless order?

Required Acceleration in MWe Brought Online for
AMRC to hit EBITDA Projections
60

RNG MWe Added (Est)
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While 2018 is the first year in which we saw a major RNG project (Woodland) come online for AMRC since it
began a push into this area to take advantage of RINs, the story here arguably began in 2014:
In July, the EPA released its final rule for Renewable Fuel Standards…In anticipation of this rule, we have been exploring the
possibility of making the necessary capital improvements in the near term that will allow us to convert the landfill gas output to high
BTU gas for a few of our assets where we believe there is an opportunity. We'll provide an update on our progress over the next few
quarters. – July 2014 earnings call

So, the chart above doesn’t reflect four years of actual, concerted investment into new RNG capacity, but more
like eight. For this reason, the inflection that AMRC is promising in new RNG capacity is even more aggressive
and unrealistic than the visual suggestion of the chart above. After eight years of focusing on this opportunity
and developing multiple projects at once, 2021 saw AMRC bring just 11-13MW online (we count 11MW from
McCarty, but maybe there’s a rounding error). They need to post their biggest year in 2022, and then more
than double that pace for future years, to make their EBITDA numbers.
Here’s how we estimated the amount of RNG wattage-equivalents added each year:
2018 – Woodland Meadows plant comes online with 16MW of capacity. We believe this was the first
major RNG capacity addition since the 2014 initiative began.
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2019 – Phoenix plant comes online with a stated wattage of 6MW. Later, for the first time, the investor
presentation contains a breakout of RNG-specific wattage (26MW for 12/31/2019) xxix.
2020 – The investor presentation for year-end 2020 indicates 25MW of RNG capacity, which is odd
because that’s 1MW less than 2019. (Maybe that’s a rounding error and the right number is zero, or
maybe some capacity was taken offline.) xxx In any event, we know of no new plants that came online
that year.
2021 – We know the year-end RNG wattage. This corresponds approximately to the wattage added by
the McCarty plant conversion (11MW), after McCarty had been offline for almost three years for this
conversion.
2022e – 2024e – Nothing was added in Q122. AMRC gives us the projected additions for each year. xxxi
AMRC has brought 4 RNG plants (including a conversion) into service in the 8 years since embarking on a
plan to take advantage of new RIN monetization opportunities in cellulosic biofuel. And right now, AMRC is
already behind on schedule on its largest E&C project ever (the SoCal Edison, or SCE, contracting project),
and is taking labor from other projects to finish that highly visible one.
And yet, AMRC is saying it’s about to bring ~15 new RNG plants online in the next 3 years xxxii…
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AMRC IS A CHRONIC CAPITAL CONSUMER, SO CONSENSUS FINANCIAL
TARGETS ARE NOT FEASIBLE
Sure Homer, I can loan you the money. However, since you have no collateral, I’m gonna have to break your legs in advance.
– Moe the Bartender on The Simpsons
If a company can borrow enough money, or issue enough shares, it can build whatever it wants eventually. This
can create as many problems for shareholders as it solves. To understand why this problem applies to AMRC’s
stock price, we need to understand AMRC’s chronic inability to generate meaningful cash flows, and we need
to understand that the sell-side does not understand it.
(Note that to avoid penalizing the company unfairly for a horrendous Q122 cash flow number, and
consequently large borrowing in the quarter, our analysis uses numbers and estimates as of the end of 2021 for
this section, rather than as of the end of Q122.)
AMRC’s long-term free cash flow generation is atrocious
AMRC has described its project contractor business as producing “tremendous” cash flow, which is then used
to invest in growth capex to build its owner-operator Energy Assets business. xxxiii Something is wrong here.
Even after adding back growth capex, AMRC’s business has generated very little cash in the past decade as a
public company. But because AMRC has an unusual cash flow statement, figuring this out is a little complex.
This may be why we get ridiculous free cash flow projections from Wall Street such as:

Source: Bloomberg

We calculate that AMRC generated negative free cash flow in 2021, and that’s after adding back growth capex.
(On an LTM basis the numbers are far worse; AMRC has generated outright negative operating cash flow during
this time, but this includes a horrendous Q122 that we don’t think it’s fair to normalize. So our analysis goes
through 2021 only and is comparing expectations at that time to trailing results at that time; if we started at
the LTM ended Q122, it would look a lot worse.)
We also calculate that free cash flow has been essentially stagnant over the long term for AMRC.
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Cash from Operations
Proceeds from Federal ESPC Projects
Purchases of PP&E
Energy Maint Capex (50% of Depn), est.
True FCF
3yr Rolling Avg True FCF
Depreciation of Energy Assets

2012
$42
$30
($5)
($6)
$62

2013
($61)
$40
($2)
($6)
($29)

$11

$13

2014
$1
$51
($2)
($8)
$43
$25
$15

2015
($50)
$78
($1)
($8)
$19
$11
$17

2016
($53)
$90
($3)
($10)
$25
$29
$19

2017
($136)
$165
($3)
($11)
$16
$20
$22

2018
($53)
$158
($4)
($14)
$87
$43
$27

2019
($196)
$199
($7)
($18)
($21)
$27
$36

2020
($103)
$249
($2)
($19)
$125
$64
$38

2021
($172)
$159
($5)
($22)
($40)
$21
$43

There are a few moving parts to figuring out AMRC’s underlying cash flows. We have to account for:
•

•
•

Proceeds from Federal ESPC projects. AMRC receives upfront financing for ESCO projects in which
it guarantees future energy savings. The unusual nature of this arrangement requires it to be put in the
financing section, which makes AMRC’s reported cash from operations appear low. We need to add
that back to adjust and get to the right CFFO number.
Purchases of PP&E. This is normal-course investment by AMRC in its business, separate from its
energy asset construction work.
Energy maintenance capex. This is the part that requires some thought and research. AMRC reports
its total capex on Energy Assets but does not specify how much of this is growth versus maintenance
capex.
o Traditionally, financial analysts will say that capital expenditures and depreciation should
converge over time, and that depreciation should be a guidepost for maintenance capex. This
may be the case for AMRC, but we can’t prove that. (If it is the case, then AMRC has generated
nearly no free cash flow ever.)
o However, we are quite certain that AMRC’s maintenance capex on these assets is not zero or
close to it. For instance, AMRC describes some of the heavy lifting needed to maintain its
Energy Asset portfolio in its 10-K:
 Major maintenance, upgrades, and overhauls are required for certain components of
our energy assets. In these instances, the costs associated with these upgrades are capitalized and are
o

o

depreciated over the shorter of the remaining life of the asset or the period up to the next required major
maintenance or overhaul.

One of AMRC’s asset-owner peers, MNTK, anticipates the maintenance capex required for
its RNG portfolio as about $11m for 2022 xxxiv. This is equal to 3.4% of its gross PP&E as
disclosed in its 10-K Notes. If we apply this ratio to AMRC’s much larger gross PP&E in its
Energy Assets unit, it implies AMRC maintenance capex of $38m/yr, which is
substantially larger than the number we are using for 2021. xxxv
Separately, MNTK’s maintenance capex/D&A ratio happens to be just under 50% xxxvi,
similar to our assumption for AMRC.

We think that using the assumption that maintenance capex for solar and RNG energy assets is only half of
accounting depreciation over time is more than fair, and conservative for our purposes.
Under our calculation, AMRC obviously has negative FCF for 2021, but if we overlook that and use the 3-year
trailing average, free cash flow is about $21m, against an enterprise value in the multiple billions. (Again, if we
use LTM through Q122, all bets are off and FCF is massively negative, changing the forward math in our favor.)
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When we go back to that table of annual and 3-year rolling average FCF, it’s even more alarming to see the
gigantic inflection that consensus is (inadvertently?) modeling for the coming years. Somehow, after years of
stagnation, AMRC’s free cash flow is finally going to inflect upward in a shocking and consistent fashion:

3yr Rolling Avg FCF: Magically Going to Explode
After All These Years!
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Source: Jehoshaphat estimates for historical FCF, Bloomberg consensus numbers shortly after FY21’s earnings release for forecast FCF.
Readers should be mindful of a very poor Q122 cash flow result at AMRC, which occurred after these consensus forecasts were put in
place, but which we think is too punitive to consider as a “normalized” quarter.

(Critical readers may look at this chart and point out, correctly, that we aren’t measuring free cash flow the
same way the Street is. That’s fine – we are NOT making any sort of prediction about AMRC “missing” free
cash flow estimates in the future, and optical free cash flow numbers are not important to the stock price. Our
point in making this chart observation is that most analysts think AMRC will generate a lot of free cash flow in
the coming years, to the extent they are thinking about free cash flow at all, and therefore AMRC can afford to
fund most of its capex organically. These analysts are wrong.)
How is this company supposed to pay for all this construction it’s supposedly going to do in the next
few years, if it generates almost no free cash flow on its own? Glad you asked!
AMRC likely needs >$1bn of additional debt over the next 3 years, which analysts don’t model
This is a problem for AMRC’s stock price, because there is a big difference between the needed borrowing that
Street estimates imply and what AMRC will actually need. Any forward EV/EBITDA multiples that
investors are looking at today are too low. Either AMRC gets the EBITDA in which case the forecast debt
is too low, or AMRC doesn’t get the EBITDA because it can’t afford to build it.
Look at AMRC’s own construction projections and what they imply if you aggregate various data points
provided by the company in different contexts. As of year-end 2021, AMRC was projecting at its Investor Day
that it would add ~122 MWe of RNG capacity by the end of 2024 at the midpoint:
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This midpoint happens to correspond closely to AMRC’s total RNG assets in development of 129 MWe as of
that same time; AMRC is effectively saying that its entire construction-in-progress balance of RNG assets
should be completed by the end of 2024:

The slides above are from two different investor presentations – the first is from the March 2022 investor day
which talked about long-term goals, and the second is from the generic investor presentation which is updated
quarterly and talks about current development assets with less emphasis on long-term timelines.
AMRC has explained separately that it costs $5-6/watt to develop RNG assets. In Q&A, it was asked what all
these assets cost to build:
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Start with the kind of CapEx figures. So solar average is around $2 a watt. RNG, somewhere between $5 and $6 a
watt. Battery, also similar to solar, kind of $2 a watt…So across our entire asset in development metric that's updated
now, you're talking about approximately $1.2 billion of CapEx. - February 2022 earnings call
Let’s put all this together. At $5.50/watt, it’s going to cost AMRC ~$670m to develop its RNG asset plan by
the end of 2024. (This assumes of course they get everything done on time and on budget, which would also
be a remarkable first!)
If we then look at the solar portfolio in development and apply the same logic (solar watts are simpler and
cheaper to build, so the current solar development portfolio should go up at least as quickly as the RNG
portfolio), then we’re looking at $2/watt * 266MW = ~$530m of spending to be done in the next 3 years if
the company is going to actualize the development pipeline on which its EBITDA projections are based.
We’re not sure what 19MW of EAAS assets will cost to build, but if we use $1/watt, that’s another ~$20m of
spending in 2022-2024.
670m + 530m + 20m = just north of $1.2bn. This is of course consistent with the CFO’s description of
AMRC’s spending plan, although it seems to happen more quickly than his casual conference call comment
suggested it would in context xxxvii.
The problem relates to how much outside capital AMRC will need, and how quickly, if it intends to pay for all
this construction. If AMRC could generate ~$0.5bn in FCF over late 2022-end of 2024 as the Street seems to
expect it to, then it could at least self-fund ~40% of this ambitious construction plan. It would then need
~$0.7bn in additional debt to pay for all these megawatts.
But what has AMRC’s actual FCF history been, over both the long run and recent years? If AMRC generates
$0.02bn in FCF before growth capex, as it has actually done over the last three years (ignoring the much uglier
Q122)…then it will need to borrow nearly the whole three-year construction budget.
That means another ~$1.2bn of debt (and/or dilutive stock issuance) has to happen between now and
the end of 2024 if AMRC is going to create these EBITDA-generating assets and even attempt to hit
its financial targets. Analysts are not modeling this, which means their EV/EBITDA forecast
multiples are much too low.
You can see that the overall consensus is modeling a relatively slight increase in debt in the coming years by
virtue of two things:
1. They estimate massive FCF in coming quarters and years, approaching $170m in 2023, which would
be used for reinvestment in place of new borrowing. This is an absurdly rapid inflection compared to
the past one, three, five, and ten year trends in AMRC’s FCF.
2. The net interest expense modeled by consensus for FY24 is only $28m:
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Source: Bloomberg

In 2021, AMRC paid $14.4m in net interest expense, and carried ~$360m of average net debt through the year.
Consensus is implying a less-than-doubling of net debt by 2024 to generate a doubling of interest paid, given
that rates have surged since 2021.
How is a company doing $20-40m a year in FCF going to pay for ~$1,200m of growth capex but borrow
only ~$300m to do it, as the Street seems to expect?

Image Source: Springfield Nuclear Power, LLC

The point of this analysis is not to say that analysts are under-modeling FY24 interest expense (or alternatively,
overestimating EBITDA), although we think they are. The point is that analysts are underestimating the
amount of enterprise value that needs to be added for this company to grow.
AMRC is a capital consumer; it runs a capital-intensive growth model which requires it to borrow almost every
dollar it wants to invest, and its maintenance capex prevents it from materially expanding free cash flow. This
may sound fine to some less cautious investors who love debt, but see above – AMRC is not a utility, it is a
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cyclical, and cannot be levered like a utility can. Investors and lenders are underwriting AMRC’s increased
leverage based on cyclical peak EBITDA margins.
And while the more careless investors might pat themselves on the back because of AMRC’s promised
EBITDA growth as a result of all this debt, that just highlights the absurdity of using EBITDA as a metric to
evaluate a capital-intensive business. To borrow from Warren Buffett on the use of EBITDA: Does
management think the tooth fairy pays for capital expenditures? If you have to borrow $1.2bn to build assets
that generate EBITDA, that EBITDA is meaningless until you get through the interest that comes
with the borrowing and the maintenance capex that comes with the debt.
So, yes, AMRC can borrow to generate EBITDA, but no, AMRC cannot borrow to generate cash flow. It has
been borrowing more and more for years and its cash flow (yes, before growth capex!) has simply not kept up:
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Source: Jehoshaphat Research calculations (previously shown) for True FCF, Bloomberg for Net Debt balances

(Again, if you draw this out to LTM through Q122, the FCF tanks and the debt surges, but perhaps unfairly
due to one very bad cash flow quarter.)
So in our view, while we don’t think AMRC’s development pipeline has a snowball’s chance in hell of coming
online the way they say it does…it wouldn’t be a win for shareholders even if it did! The assets just don’t
generate enough free cash flow to justify their capital cost. Pick your poison.
And speaking of poison, let’s talk about AMRC’s accounting red flags.
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ACCOUNTING & OTHER RED FLAGS SUGGEST DEEPER PROBLEMS

You could base an entire short thesis on this company’s unbilled DSO metric by itself
Many accounting-focused short sellers base entire short theses around unbilled DSOs alone, and AMRC is as
bad a case of expanding unbilled DSOs as any we have seen. We could have written a short report solely about
AMRC’s unbilled DSOs and called it a day, but we think this stock offers way more than just an “accounting
red flag” short thesis.
The following analysis provides evidence that AMRC’s customers are increasingly disputing the value of
services they receive from AMRC, and/or that AMRC is recognizing revenue more quickly than its payment
terms would suggest. This appears to be a classic case of aggressive accounting being used to obscure
increasingly weak fundamentals.
While a traditional (or billed) DSO problem suggests that a company is sending out bills but not getting paid,
yet still recognizing revenues as if everything is fine, an unbilled DSO problem suggests that a company is not
sending out bills, and of course not getting paid, yet still recognizing said revenues. Unbilled revenues are a
feature of percentage-of-completion accounting, in which the company gets to use its own judgment in
determining how much of a project it’s completed. It’s hard to imagine a scenario in which AMRC’s runaway
unbilled DSO doesn’t suggest something really bad at the company.
AMRC has a complicated balance sheet, so unpacking its “true” unbilled DSO takes time, and we’re confident
that few if any Street analysts have attempted to do the following analysis. Once apples-to-apples comparisons
are teased out of this patchwork of figures, it’s clear that something bizarre is taking place here. We don’t think
this is a problem of customers who can’t pay, we think it’s a problem of customers who don’t believe they
should be paying.
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Source: Jehoshaphat Research calculations (using the methodology described below), based on AMRC 10-Qs and 10-Ks

Here’s how we calculated AMRC’s non-ESPC, net, unbilled DSO:
[(A/R Retainage + Costs & Estimated Earnings in Excess of Billings – Billings in Excess of Cost & Estimated
Earnings) / (Total AMRC Revenue – U.S. Federal Project Revenue – U.S. Federal O&M Revenue)] * 90
Using Q421 numbers as an example:
-

(Accounts receivable retainage: $43.0m PLUS
Costs & est earnings in excess of billings: $306.2m MINUS
Billings in excess of cost & est. earnings: $35.9m)
DIVIDED BY
- (Total AMRC revenue: $415.9m MINUS
- U.S. Federal Project revenue: $90.5m MINUS
- U.S. Federal O&M revenue: $12.2m)
EQUALS: $313.4m
MULTIPLIED BY 90 = 90 days
The metric we are creating here sums together all percentage-of-completion working capital assets, subtracts
the percentage-of-completion working capital liabilities, and divides that entire “net unbilled receivables”
amount by an approximation of all “non-ESPC revenues” recorded by AMRC.
Our rationale for excluding the “ESPC-related revenues” from the denominator is that this work is funded by
Energy Savings Performance Contract (ESPC) payment terms, so the associated receivables are not in the
numerator. In ESPC projects, AMRC receives advances of working capital that create ESPC receivables. These
are shown separately on the balance sheet from other receivables. In essence, we are excluding both ESPC49
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linked revenues and ESPC receivables in order to analyze the “underlying” DSO trend in the rest of the business
that isn’t funded by these unusual project terms.
This net unbilled DSO calculation is the same as we would use for a “normal” contractor where we didn’t have
the additional ESPC factor; we just wouldn’t need to make the additional adjustments to remove “federal”
revenues from the denominator. If generic DSO screens are used on AMRC, they usually won’t pick up
these nuances in the numerator and/or the denominator. AMRC has a large number of “receivables” that
don’t work like traditional receivables, and these must be excluded from the unbilled DSO calculation.
What’s also incredible about the chart above is that not a single question has been asked about DSOs,
at least on the transcribed earnings calls, in the entire time since that 2019 explosion took place. (We
checked for mentions of this and related terms using Sentieo.) This is why we don’t think the Street is aware of
this problem, perhaps because of the complexity of AMRC’s balance sheet.
In companies with more straightforward DSO growth of this magnitude, we usually see questions pop up here
and there on the calls – especially for E&C companies like AMRC. What we like best about this DSO problem
is that it’s not only huge, but it’s also gone essentially unnoticed by investors and analysts.
Additionally, the fact that AMRC’s Energy Asset business should have highly stable payment terms makes its
total-company unbilled DSO expansion even more concerning and suggestive of serious problems on the E&C
services side. We suspect that there may be some disputes between AMRC and its customers when their energy
savings miss their expected targets over time. If AMRC had been regularly overpromising to customers what it
can do for their energy savings for the past 10-20 years, then we would expect this kind of strain to emerge on
the above metric as long-term energy savings don’t pan out.
Whatever was happening slowly for a while, it started getting worse in 2019 and hasn’t improved. We’d imagine
that if an investor were to ask AMRC about this issue, the answer would probably begin with “the SCE project
has interrupted our cash flows,” which is why we titled the chart as we did. Look up when the SCE project
began, then look at our chart again (or do the math yourself).
Since when is splitting project profits with outside capital providers not an expense?
AMRC’s biggest non-GAAP EPS adjustment is kind of absurd. Have you ever noticed the following
adjustment, in the red box?
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What is the “impact of redeemable non-controlling interests”? This line item relates to earnings that belong to
third parties who buy pieces of AMRC’s development projects. AMRC sets up relatively opaque “investment
funds” to help it fund the development of assets it’s building for itself. Per the 10-K:
In September 2015, June 2017, June 2018, October 2018 and December 2019, we formed investment funds with different thirdparty investors which granted the applicable investor ownership interests in the net assets of certain of our
renewable energy project subsidiaries. As of December 31, 2021, we have four such investment funds each with a
different third-party investor.
We entered into these agreements in order to finance the costs of constructing energy assets which are under long-term customer contracts.

These “ownership interests” have a claim on some of the earnings of these projects, but AMRC is required to
consolidate those projects into its financials because the outside interests own less than 50% of said projects.
Therefore, GAAP require AMRC to back the outsiders’ portion out of earnings before calculating final net
income to common shareholders. This is plain as day, and not complicated: someone else owns pieces of
AMRC’s projects and is entitled to their earnings.xxxviii Their claim on these earnings takes some of the pie away
from AMRC’s common shareholders.
As far as adjusted EBITDA and adjusted EPS are concerned, AMRC’s preferred response to this claim
on its earnings appears to be pretending that the claim doesn’t exist. AMRC simply adds the deducted
amount of earnings right back into the adjusted metrics used by investors. This is kind of like saying “we owe
a third-party investor 10% of our company but we don’t know what our company is worth so we’re going to
say we owe the investor zero.”
This imaginary addback was worth 12% of non-GAAP EPS in 2021.
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A revolving door of CFOs
AMRC is on its 4th CFO in 7 years. By itself this could be a fluke, but in the context of everything else in this
report, especially the unbilled DSO explosion and backsliding on key disclosures, it’s alarming.
In 2015, longtime CFO Andrew Spence gave notice of resignation. This appears not to have been a surprise to
AMRC, because in the press release announcing Spence’s resignation, the new CFO, John Granara, was also
named.
What’s interesting is that Spence’s resignation was framed as a “retirement”:
“Ameresco, Inc. (NYSE:AMRC), a leading energy efficiency and renewable energy company, today announced that Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer Andrew B. Spence will retire at the end of the current fiscal year, December 31, 2015. As
part of this transition, Ameresco also announced that John R. Granara has been named to succeed Mr. Spence as Chief Financial
Officer, effective May 1, 2015.
“Under Andrew’s leadership as CFO over the last 13 years, we developed a structured finance team...” said George P. Sakellaris,
President and Chief Executive Officer, Ameresco. “…and I wish Andrew all the best in his retirement. ” – Press
release announcing Andrew Spence’s retirement, March 30, 2015

Apparently the CEO of AMRC was premature in his wish, because Mr. Spence resurfaced as CFO of another
company only two months after leaving AMRC:

Andrew Spence didn’t quit being a CFO, he just quit being a CFO at AMRC.
John Granara, the next CFO, had a shorter tenure. He resigned in October 2018. His resignation appears to
have been a surprise (unless he was fired), because AMRC didn’t have a replacement lined up this time:
Ameresco Announces Appointment of Interim Chief Financial Officer
Ameresco, Inc. (NYSE:AMRC), a leading energy efficiency and renewable energy company, today announced that, effective
October 1, it has appointed Mark Chiplock, 48, as Vice President, Interim Chief Financial Officer, Treasurer and Chief
Accounting Officer effective immediately.
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Mr. Chiplock joined the Company as Corporate Controller in June 2014 and has served as Vice President of Finance and Corporate
Controller since April 2016…This appointment follows the departure of its Chief Financial
Officer, John Granara, effective October 1. Ameresco has initiated an external search for a successor
Chief Financial Officer. – October 3, 2018 press release

The search for a successor took AMRC a long time. It wasn’t until 10 months later (July 29, 2019) that yet
another CFO started. That individual has been the CFO of AMRC since.
Non-GAAP segment EBITDA literally not adding up
AMRC started reporting segment-level adjusted EBITDA in 2021, with retroactive numbers to 2020. However,
if you add the quarterly segment numbers, they don’t add up to the YTD numbers the company gives. This
problem has happened in every single quarter since AMRC has been reporting it, including retroactively (back
to 1H20).
Let’s walk through a visual example first – we’ll use the Energy Assets segment results in 1H21. Look at Q121,
then Q221, then the YTD number for 1H21:
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Get your calculator out: Does $18,724 + $20,272 = $39,088? The Q1 and Q2 EBITDA numbers don’t add
up to the six-month YTD number.
We know this is the part where you might say, “Okay, this is weird, but it’s a pretty small difference. Are you
one of those short sellers who just throws everything at the wall and hopes something sticks?” And we’d agree:
this is a small difference and, by itself, not worth including in a report like this.
The problem is that this issue isn’t confined to 1H21 results, or to the Energy Assets segment. The problem is
that this happens every quarter, in every segment. Here’s what happens if you do the analysis for all periods
and segments:
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Adjusted EBITDA by Line of Business:
Q120

Q220

Q320

Q420

$1,704
NA
NA
NA

$6,474
$8,178
$8,623
YES

$15,459
$23,637
$24,093
YES

Energy Assets Qtr, Given $15,514 $15,625
Energy Assets Sum of Qtrs YTD
NA $31,139
Energy Assets YTD, Given
NA $31,313
Disparity?
NA
YES

Projects Qtr, Given
Projects Sum of Qtrs YTD
Projects YTD, Given
Disparity?

Q121

Q221

Q321

Q421

$15,717
$39,354
$39,805
YES

$8,234 $11,338
NA $19,572
NA $18,583
NA
YES

$12,631
$32,203
$31,219
YES

$19,395
$51,598
$50,395
YES

$16,761
$47,900
$48,069
YES

$16,430
$64,330
$63,521
YES

$18,724 $20,272
NA $38,996
NA $39,088
NA
YES

$23,555
$62,551
$62,639
YES

$24,726
$87,277
$87,047
YES

O&M Qtr, Given
O&M Sum of Qtrs YTD
O&M YTD, Given
Disparity?

$2,427
NA
NA
NA

$1,885
$4,312
$4,085
YES

$2,453
$6,765
$6,535
YES

$3,216
$9,981
$10,730
YES

$1,783
NA
NA
NA

$2,406
$4,189
$4,485
YES

$3,405
$7,594
$7,892
YES

$3,878
$11,472
$12,218
YES

Other Qtr, Given
Other Sum of Qtrs YTD
Other YTD, Given
Disparity?

$1,593
NA
NA
NA

$161
$1,754
$1,362
YES

$2,103
$3,857
$3,462
YES

$3,555
$7,412
$3,821
YES

$893
NA
NA
NA

$342
$1,235
$1,923
YES

$561
$1,796
$2,481
YES

$485
$2,281
$3,055
YES

Source: Jehoshaphat Research calculations based on AMRC earnings press releases

This is one of those things we refer to as “hiding in plain sight.” How can this be happening at a public
company with a multi-billion-dollar market cap?
One thing we don’t think is happening here is recurrent, tiny accounting restatements. If the company were
doing its books in Q2 and said, Oh hey look we overestimated Project EBITDA by $0.5m in Q1, that could drive a
minor correction to Q1 numbers that the company could then disclose. It could also drive an “out-of-period
adjustment,” in which the company takes a small charge in Q2 to “catch up.” It would not cause the Q1 and
Q2 numbers to fail to add up to the YTD total! Whether you restate old numbers or fix them in your
new numbers, why wouldn’t your “fixed” quarterly result get “fixed” in your YTD result?
Whatever is going on here, we think it’s worse than constant, small accounting restatements. And we think the
company should at the very least explain how this could happen.
SEC revenue recognition investigation
If you didn’t already know, you won’t be surprised to learn that the SEC has already taken a look at some of
AMRC’s revenue recognition practices. The investigation has a relatively limited scope, as it is focused on
AMRC’s SaaS revenues which are small:
On October 2, 2020, the staff of the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) requested that
we provide information with respect to the timing of our revenue recognition for our software-as-a-service
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business during the period January 1, 2014 through September 30, 2020. During this period, our software-as-aservice revenue averaged no more than $8 million per year. We are fully cooperating with the SEC; and the Audit
Committee of our Board of Directors is overseeing a review by our outside counsel of our software-as-a-service
revenue recognition, including review procedures with respect to the revenue recognized during the period from
2018 to the present. The review to date has not identified material misstatements of our financial results. – AMRC
earnings press release, November 2, 2020

The SEC investigation was mentioned as recently as the Q122 10-Q filing (in the MD&A), so it appears to be
ongoing. We don’t think it deserves much more discussion, other than to point it out in the context of
everything else we’ve discussed here. Our guess is that the SEC is looking in the right place, albeit not with the
scope that might be warranted here.
Enron? Really?
Chairman Tauzin: Mr. Skilling, what is the Office of the Chairman?
Mr. Skilling: The Office of the Chairman was a concept that we applied for reporting purposes. The Office of the
Chairman, when I originally joined the Office of the Chairman, when I became Chief Operating Officer, included myself,
Ken Lay, and Rebecca Mark. When Rebecca Mark left, it was myself, Ken Lay, and Joe Sutton . And when Joe
Sutton left, it was myself and Ken Lay. – The Financial Collapse of Enron, Part 2xxxix
When you think of corporate fraud mixed with aggressive power asset development and debt gone wild, do
any companies in particular come to mind?
AMRC’s current Lead Director is a man named Joe Sutton. Mr. Sutton was previously the Vice Chairman of
Enron and held a management role as CEO of Enron International. He left Enron in 2001 according to a class
action lawsuit; later that year, Enron declared bankruptcyxl.
Mr. Sutton was never indicted and we are not going to make a pretense of trying to associate him
directly with Enron’s actual fraud. We don’t believe he’s been involved in anything illegal or questionable at
AMRC, either. Our impression of Mr. Sutton is that he’s a smart guy who knows when to get in and when to
get out.
We do however question the judgment of AMRC’s leadership in bringing Mr. Sutton onto its board when they
did, let alone making him Lead Director. When Mr. Sutton joined in 2002, Enron’s financial and legal troubles
were already very well known (the firm was a global embarrassment and notorious fraud before January 1,
2002) xli. Worse, Mr. Sutton specifically had been criticized publicly in early 2002 for, shall we say, fomenting
negative cultural norms at Enron:
“The question has often been asked lately: Why didn't more people speak up about the problems they saw
at Enron? Some say that they heard rumors of irregularities but that the company was so vast that they had no
firsthand evidence. Some said they feared that spreading rumors might cause the damage they would have hoped
to avert by blowing the whistle.
It was clear, too, that Enron had become a company where dissent was tolerated less and less over the years.
When people came to Mr. Sutton to complain about unfairness they perceived in the company's
compensation system, they would be rebuffed, according to a former employee who was present for one such
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dressing- down. ''He'd scowl and say, 'Are you making more money than you ever expected to make in
your whole entire life?' '' the former employee said. '' 'If you keep whining about everything else and everybody
else in this company,' he would warn, 'You're never going to succeed.' '' xlii

Mr. Sutton also appears to have been known as a risk-taker at Enron, which might explain why AMRC liked
him:

-

https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/2002/01/27/enrons-culture-fed-itsdemise/d73cf80c-0d00-4281-848d-968683828ef9/

Mr. Sutton had also blown out of Enron stock aggressively on his way out of that company, during which time
the Enron fraud was already well underway (more on this later). His sales were all the more questionable given
what surfaced in a class action lawsuit in which he was named as a defendant:
On December 1, 1999, at an Enron All-Employees Meeting, Lay touted Enron’s performance:

…He was joined by defendant Joseph Sutton, who also made positive statements about Enron’s stock price:
“Why has our stock price decreased over the past several weeks, and what is management doing to get it back
up?” As I said, I think we sometimes lose our perspective here. We still had a good year as far as total return to
our shareholders, had a good two years. We’re never satisfied, and I don’t want us to ever be satisfied with a
stock price; it should always be higher. And, certainly, Jeff and Joe and I believe it should be higher. Indeed, we
still think even over the next several months that there’s a good chance that the stock price could be up
as much as 50 percent, and I think there’s no reason to think that over the next two years that we can’t
double it again, at least double it.

This guy was blowing out of stock like crazy before and after making this comment, much of it at substantially
lower or comparable prices, and then he resigned a year later xliii:
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At the absolute bare minimum level of skepticism, this is not a good look for a supposedly serious company that was
already planning to get into the power development and ownership business – to become sort of like what a
“clean” Enron might have become:
About 22, plus or minus, years ago that I was at home during the weekend and my phone rang. Picked up the
call and it was George [the CEO]…So shortly thereafter, a few of us got together as a small pub outside
Boston. And for the rest of the night, fueled by a few bottles of wine, George sketched out on cocktail napkins his
vision which would ultimately become Ameresco…We'll create an energy services business that will create a
tremendous amount of cash flow. But from that cash flow, we're going to take and reinvest into the
company by investing in energy assets that we will own and operate for its life. – AMRC investor day,
March 2022

Try to imagine this scenario: The year is 2002. You’re running a new contracting company which you plan to
transition long-term into an owner-operator of power assets. The biggest corporate fraud in the history of the
world – which happens to be an owner-operator of power assets - is unraveling on TV screens across America.
You watch the news and say to yourself, Gee, I’d love to pick out one of the most well-known and

controversial guys from that company and put him on my Board of Directors!

We end this section on AMRC’s “red flags” with the discussion of Mr. Sutton and his well-timed Enron stock
sales, because we begin the next section with his suddenly aggressive sales of AMRC stock.
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DIRECTORS HAVE BECOME UNUSUALLY OPPORTUNISTIC SELLERS
Lead Director (the Enron guy)’s holdings over time:

Second Director, who also recently quit the board with no notice:

Third Director:
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Source: Bloomberg

A little more context on each individual above is in order, because the story is worse than the charts look.
Lead Director Sutton (the Enron guy) sold ~75% of his AMRC stock in the past ~18 months
We talked already about Mr. Sutton and his phenomenally-timed sales of Enron stock in the two years before
the company imploded. We think his long-lasting patience on AMRC (2012-2019) stands in stark contrast to
his rapid dumping (late 2020-2021) in the past year and a half.
The following Bloomberg chart shows Mr. Sutton’s open market buys and sells since the IPO. Note the long
period of minimal sales (even a little buying in 2015), and the rapid selling that began in 2020 and really hit its
stride through 2021. Transaction volume is on the bottom:
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After bringing his holdings down dramatically, Mr. Sutton seems to have taken a breather for now. Here’s a
comparison of his holdings in the April 2020 proxy (on left) versus the April 2022 proxy (on right):

The drop from 1.02m shares to 0.25m shares represents just over a 75% decline in Mr. Sutton’s ownership as
a result of all these stock sales. It appears that in late 2020, this guy - who got out of Enron at the top,
and seems to have sat on most of his AMRC stock for decades – was suddenly inspired to start
dumping stock, and fast, and then keep selling into late 2021. And if you look closely, you notice that a
large part of his sales took place with the stock price in the $40-45 range.
Director Anderson sold nearly 100% and quit the board with no notice
Director Anderson is mentioned second because, while he’s not an ex-Enron executive with one of the best
insider selling track records of all time, he has the distinction of not only selling virtually all his stock but quitting
the board too:
On July 19, 2021, David J. Anderson tendered his resignation to Ameresco, Inc. stating that he resigned,
effective
immediately,
from
his
position
as
director
of
Ameresco
and
its
subsidiaries. Mr. Anderson's resignation from the Board was not as a result of any disagreement with Ameresco
or any matter relating to Ameresco's operation, policies (including accounting or financial policies) or practices.
– AMRC 8-k filed July 2021

Why Mr. Anderson resigned is a mystery to us, but we find the urgency of his resignation odd. In our experience,
it’s more common for directors to wait until the next annual meeting to step down. We’d note that Mr.
Anderson, like Mr. Sutton, has a very long history with AMRC as he was a co-founder of the company.
Like Mr. Sutton, Mr. Anderson had a long stretch with no stock sales, until 2018. xliv But from early 2018 to his
resignation in 2021, he dumped virtually all his stock. He went from owning 500,000 shares in April 2018, per
the 2018 proxy, to owning just 20,000 shares as of his final reported sale on June 14, 2021:
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Director Wisneski sold 60% of his stock in the past ~18 months
The Board of Directors’ bronze medal for sudden spikes in insider selling goes to Director Wisneski. This was
a close race. This director has sold “only” about 3/5 of his personal stock in the past year and a half xlv, but this
individual was an avid buyer of stock in the past. The contrast is more striking for Director Wisneski than for
our other two urgent sellers:
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Whatever changed for Director Wisneski in how he sees his stock, it was a stark change, and price alone
wouldn’t explain it (he held onto his stock through a nearly 300% gain from 2015 into early 2020 with very
little selling). He’s been a fantastic trader of his own stock so far, so we wonder what he was thinking when
firing off all those sales in late 2020 with the stock in the low 40s.
Our guess is that he was thinking about some of the same things we are thinking about today.
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APPENDIX A: THE OFFICIAL STORY ON AMRC’S BUSINESS MODEL
Investors believe that AMRC’s business is the sale of energy efficiency contracting, electricity, and renewable
fuel.
In this narrative, AMRC is a renewable energy business. In economic reality, AMRC is a renewable energy
credits business. There are vast differences between these two types of businesses, from the sustainability of
their earnings to the type of valuation multiples they command, but we’ll get to that.
AMRC was founded as an Energy Service Company, or “ESCO,” hence the name “Ameresco.” ESCOs xlvi
perform energy-efficiency-oriented facility upgrades for real estate owners such as installing LED bulbs,
upgrading HVAC systems to be more energy-efficient, building small-scale renewable energy infrastructure,
etc. ESCOs are special because they guarantee the customer a promised level of energy savings as part of an
Energy Savings Performance Contract (ESPC). AMRC has also traditionally constructed and operated
distributed-energy systems for private and public customers.
As AMRC worked on numerous energy construction and engineering projects over the years, it moved into the
ownership of some of these distributed energy resources, such as solar farms and green gas plants. If one speaks
to AMRC investors, one finds that the bull case tends to focus on the “positive mix shift” of this business from
lumpy, project-based work to more stable (and higher-margin) electricity generation work. Most of AMRC’s
EBITDA already comes from its “Energy Assets” line of business.
The following slide from the AMRC investor day speaks to this growth model:

And directly from Section 1 of the AMRC 10-K, the “Business Description” section, AMRC ostensibly narrates
the key ways in which it makes money:
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APPENDIX B: WHAT ARE “ENVIRONMENTAL ATTRIBUTES” SUCH AS
RECs, SRECs & RINs?
Readers of this report should have a basic understanding of what “environmental attributes,” the financial
commodities so important to AMRC’s earnings, are.
Renewable energy producers receive credits in the form of Renewable Energy Credits, or RECs, for every watt
of electricity that they produce. These RECs are ultimately purchased by utilities or other customers to represent
that they’re “using” clean energy (similar to how carbon credits work). Much of the REC demand is mandatory,
in the case of utilities who need to meet renewable energy purchasing requirements.
(For more information on RECs, this is the best non-specialist, publicly available primer that we found:
https://www.vox.com/2015/11/9/9696820/renewable-energy-certificates)
There are active markets for compliance RECs on a state-by-state level, and their prices can be volatile,
experiencing dramatic rallies and crashes. Similar to other commodities, these cycles are driven first and
foremost by supply conditions, as more solar energy production means more SRECs, more wind energy
production means more wind RECs, etc.
REC prices have enjoyed an incredible boom in the past 1-2 years, as the NREL summarizes for the national
voluntary market in this year-old slide:
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Source: https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy22osti/81141.pdf

AMRC has been producing solar electricity, and receiving income from selling the associated SRECs, from its
owned energy assets for years. This is not unusual for renewable power producers. The company discusses it
in limited, unquantified detail in its filings (such limited disclosure is unusual, but more on that later too).
Similar in general concept to RECs and SRECs are Renewable Identification Numbers, or RINs. RINs are like
the RECs of the fuel industry. Just as renewable electricity producers have RECs attached to their watts,
renewable fuel producers have RINs attached to their gallons. AMRC produces what’s called cellulosic biofuel,
for which the RIN credits are in the “D3” category, the highest-value form of RINs. It has been able to earn
these RIN credits since 2014, which led it into new business lines:
“In July, the EPA released its final rule for Renewable Fuel Standards, also known as RFS, which expanded the
number of renewable fuels that qualify as cellulosic...In anticipation of this rule, we have been exploring the
possibility of making the necessary capital improvements in the near term that will allow us to convert
the landfill gas output to high BTU gas for a few of our assets where we believe there is an opportunity.…we
believe that the option of converting raw landfill gas and wastewater digester output to high BTU gas and
potentially sold as RINs could improve that overall economics of landfill and digester biogas project and
increase demand as a result.” – July 2014 earnings call

Similar to RECs, RINs have experienced their own heavy cyclicality. Note the peak-to-trough drawdown of
approximately 80% in the last D3 RIN price downcycle and the all-time high levels reached recently:
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Source: https://www.epa.gov/fuels-registration-reporting-and-compliance-help/rin-trades-and-price-information

To power and renewable energy specialists, none of this will come as a surprise. What’s surprising is that so
much of AMRC’s earnings are dependent on it, because AMRC – unlike peers with similarly dependent earnings
– has taken unusual, even bizarre, steps to hide this dependence.

APPENDIX C: ENDNOTES
i

Page 94, 2017 10-K:

On page 58 of the 2021 10-K begins the discussion of AMRC revenue recognition practices, including whether each
business activity has revenue recognized at a point in time, over time, or both. By business activity:
• We recognize revenue from the installation or construction of projects over time using the cost-based input method.
• In most cases, O&M fees are fixed annual fees and we record the revenue on a straight-line basis because the on-site O&M
services are typically a distinct series of promises and those services have the same pattern of transfer to the customer (i.e., evenly over
time). Some O&M service contract fees are based on time expended and in those cases, revenue is recorded based on the time
expended in that month [not at the point in time of sale].
• In accordance with specific PPA contract terms, we recognize revenues from the sale and delivery of the energy output from renewable
energy plants over time as produced and delivered to the customer.

ii
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Environmental attributes revenue is recognized at a point in time when the environmental attributes are

transferred to the customer in accordance with the transfer protocols of the environmental attributes market that we operate in.
In the [minority of] cases where environmental attributes are sold to the same customer as the energy output, we record revenue
monthly [not at the point in time of sale] for both the energy output and the environmental attribute output, as generated and
delivered to the customer.
• Our service and product offerings also include integrated-PV, engineering, consulting, and enterprise energy management services,
which we recognize over time as the services are provided.
• We recognize revenue from the sale of solar materials at a point in time when we have transferred physical
control of the asset to the customer upon shipment or delivery.
iii Interviewer: What’s your prediction for the fight?
Clubber Lang: My prediction?
Interviewer: Yes, your prediction?
Clubber Lang: [looks into camera] Pain.
- Rocky III
iv https://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2021-12-14/epa-s-proposal-eases-rin-concerns-video has a brief and
useful primer on the causes of the recent RIN price explosion, and why new supply will do what new supply always does
to curb shortages.
v https://www.epa.gov/lmop/landfill-gas-energy-project-data Scroll down to “Under-construction or planned projects”
Excel file download.
vi https://www.rngcoalition.com/. Go to “RNG Facilities Database” to see project spreadsheet.
vii https://esgreview.net/2022/01/05/assai-awakens/
viii https://www.solsystems.com/compliance-penalties-srecs-markets/ “The two main policy reasons for a declining SACP
schedule are:
(1) To incentivize solar installers and developers to lower their installation costs. A decreasing SACP means solar
developers
must
develop
and
install
projects
at
lower
costs
to
ensure
profitability.
(2) To limit ratepayers’ exposure to electricity rate increases as RPS requirements escalate. The costs of meeting the
Renewable Portfolio Standard can result in slightly higher electricity prices, which are sometimes passed onto ratepayers
through rate increases. The declining SACP schedule ensures that rate increases are contained.”
ix https://www.poweradvisoryllc.com/reports/recs-and-srecs-still-playing-an-important-role-in-east-coast-renewableenergy-project-economics
x Bloomberg multiples via the EM function as of various points in April 2022.
xi “Start with the kind of CapEx figures. So solar average is around $2 a watt. RNG, somewhere between $5 and $6 a
watt. Battery, also similar to solar, kind of $2 a watt.” – Feb 2022 earnings call
xii According to Bloomberg’s ANR function, Craig Irwin at Roth Capital covers both AMRC and MNTK. No other
MNTK analyst covers AMRC. No analyst who covers LFG also covers AMRC.
xiii Bloomberg ANR function.
xiv Bloomberg ANR function.
xv Bloomberg ANR function.
xvi Bloomberg EM function in early June 2022.
xvii Bloomberg EM function in early June 2022.
xviii CLNE breaks out RIN credits as providing $7.9m of revenue in the quarter ended March 31, 2022, which we believe
is a nearly 100% margin EBITDA stream as a byproduct of volume production. CLNE earned negative EBITDA in
Q122, but has generally generated single-digit-millions EBITDA in most quarters, so its RIN profits appear to be most
or more than all of its EBITDA.
xix Bloomberg EM function in early June 2022.
xx https://www.ameresco.com/amerescos-woodland-meadows-landfill-state-of-the-art-gas-to-energy-facility-now-open/
“The state-of-the-art facility was commissioned in November 2017.”
xxi https://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eoDownloadDocument?pubId=&eodoc=true&documentID=3258
xxii https://bioenergyinternational.com/groundbreaking-held-for-largest-wastewater-biogas-facility-in-the-united-states/
xxiii https://bioenergyinternational.com/ameresco-inaugurate-91st-ave-biogas-to-renewable-natural-gas-facility/
xxiv March 2018 earnings call: “But there are opportunities in other states, and we are working on,
actually, 1 asset that we own in Texas that we might convert to renewable gas, existing plant that already own -- site that
we already own -- rights to the gas.”
•
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xxv “We have the 3 right now that are permitted in construction, and we had given the schedule of those 3. One will be
coming on, the one, actually, we're breaking ground this month. We got all the permits in that the McCarty project in
Houston, Texas, outside Houston. So that would be coming on the fourth, the third -- fourth quarter of next year.”
xxvi “In the second quarter, we brought a record 33 megawatts of assets into operation, including the McCarty Road
RNG facility.” – August 2021 earnings call
xxvii https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rickrolling
xxviii https://www.kinetrexenergy.com/post-renewable-natural-gas-plant/

xxix

xxx
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xxxi

xxxii

Several plants this year, 5-6 per year in the few years after, 18 in development pipeline…we take all this to suggest
loosely 14-18 plants to come online in the next 3 years:

Analyst: I guess, first, just really nice execution. It's not the easiest environment. I wonder if maybe you can update us on the
RNG development pipeline, where those projects stand? I think one of them crossing the development megawatts?
CEO: We still -- as we pointed out before, we will have 3 RNG plants mechanically complete by the end of the year. And
then our business plan the way we are planning right now 5 to 6 per year thereafter as we stand right now. However, we plan to
work hard to increase that capability going down the road because as you've seen some of our other comments, we have about 18 of them
right now in the development asset pipeline . – Q122 earnings call
“We'll create an energy services business that will create a tremendous amount of cash flow. But from that cash flow,
we're going to take and reinvest into the company by investing in energy assets that we will own and operate for its
life…One thing that I want to highlight here about the impact of a project like this on our business is that it produces cash
flow much like the rest of our project business produces cash flow, right? That cash flow is going to be used to invest in
energy assets and bring out more of the long-term recurring revenue streams that we have.” – March 2022 AMRC investor
day
xxxiv MTNK 2021 10-K: “We have historically funded our growth and capital expenditures with our working capital, cash
flow from operations and debt financing. We expect our non-development 2022 capital expenditures to range between
$10,000 and $12,000. Our 2022 capital plans include annual preventative maintenance expenditures, annual wellfield
expansion projects, critical spare expenditures, and other specific facility improvements. Additionally, we currently
estimate that our existing 2022 development capital expenditures will range between $25,000 and $30,000.”
xxxv Page 70, AMRC 10-K.
xxxvi Comparing MNTK’s projected 2022 maintenance capex of $11m to its 2021 D&A of $22.8m implies a 48% ratio of
maintenance capex to depreciation, very close to what we’re assuming for AMRC.
xxxvii The quote ends with: “That cycle for asset in development metric, that's 4 years, probably maybe 5, like 4-plus,
between 4 and 5. So that's the way to think about the cadence.” The CFO’s own per-watt metrics clearly imply $671m of
RNG spending through 2024, so we fail to see why solar, which is cheaper and easier to build than RNG, would have a
50% longer timeline to build, but we’re sticking with the math rather than trying additionally to beat up the CFO for
xxxiii
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what seems like it may have been an offhand Q&A remark without much specificity (“four years, probably maybe
five, like four-plus, between four and five”).
xxxviii A normal if esoteric practice for these projects is to use changes in the hypothetical liquidation value of these stakes
to estimate what the outside claimants’ “earnings” are in a given accounting period. This is an imperfect way to assess
these outside owners’ share of earnings, but it’s based in reality, and it’s the normal convention for a reason.
AMRC has a few choices in how to deal with it, only two of which would be reasonable in our view. One is to make no
adjustment for it, which is probably the fairest way – if GAAP accounting says your outside partners had claim to $9.7m
of your pre-tax earnings in 2021, then just go with that. GAAP accounting is full of judgment calls, as we all know.
Another way would be for AMRC to say, “we don’t like this HLBV method, so here’s our judgment of how much of our
earnings this quarter were owned by third-party investors.”
A third way is just to pretend those outside claims on earnings don’t exist, and that’s AMRC’s chosen method.
“We have determined that the provisions in the contractual arrangements represent substantive profit-sharing
arrangements and that the appropriate methodology for attributing income and loss to the redeemable non-controlling
interests each period is a balance sheet approach referred to as the hypothetical liquidation at book value (“HLBV”)
method. Under the HLBV method, the amounts of income and loss attributed to the redeemable non-controlling interests
in the consolidated statements of income reflect changes in the amounts the investors would hypothetically receive at each
balance sheet date under the liquidation provisions of the contractual agreements, assuming the net assets of this funding
structure were liquidated at recorded amounts. The investors’ non-controlling interest in the results of operations of this
funding structure is determined as the difference in the non-controlling interest’s claim under the HLBV method at the
start and end of each reporting period, after taking into account any capital transactions, such as contributions or
distributions, between our subsidiaries and the investors.” – 10K
xxxix

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CHRG-107hhrg77987/html/CHRG-107hhrg77987.htm

https://picker.uchicago.edu/Enron/courtdoc-enron-consol-complaint.pdf “Defendant Joseph W. Sutton (“Sutton”)
was Vice Chairman of Enron until early 2001.”
xli https://internationalbanker.com/history-of-financial-crises/the-enron-scandal-2001/ Enron had already gone
bankrupt and undergone some public scrutiny for accounting malfeasance before January 1, 2002.
xlii https://www.nytimes.com/2002/02/04/business/as-enron-purged-its-ranks-dissent-was-swept-away.html
xliii https://picker.uchicago.edu/Enron/courtdoc-enron-consol-complaint.pdf
xl

xliv

xlv

In the April 2020 proxy, Mr. Wisneski owned 219k shares:
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By April 2022’s proxy, this ownership was down to 85k:

But a quick glance at the insider selling chart in our report shows that the vast majority of his selling since that first
proxy filing took place from November 2020 on.
xlvi The essential information about ESCOs and associated performance contracts can be found here:
https://www.naesco.org/what-is-an-esco
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